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The unexpected happens so frequently that it appears at times as though calculation had a very unequal chance in
the farm affairs of men, but at the same
Save Your Manure.
time, if it is the well considered plan
that is struck by good fortune, the two
IK PROPEKLY COMPOSED IT IS BETTKB
together make phenomenal achievement,
THAN ANY PIBCHA3ED FKBT1L1/EB.
and, in the long run, it is better to have
the unexpected strike among the best
efforts than to have it just miss because
It will be unnecessary for me to point
of ill executed plans and there being
out the high value of barnyard manure,
for it to strike.
and that a well kept manure pit may be nothing worthy
I am prompted to say this because of
taken as one of the surest indications of 1
an incident that has
occurred recently
thrift and success in farming. But it is
in sight, and all the more an obhard to persuade a man to abandon his right
lesson because of the preparedness
time honored practice of storing tue 1 ject
for the unexpected. Two young men
barnyard manure under tho eaves of the I who did not
drift to the city to get posibarn" and upon the steep hillside that I tion took it into their heads
to be dairyforme one border of the nearby brook. I
men of the
best kind. One rented
Still, he should understand the idea that a farm; thevery
heir
to a farm,
other was
the manure must be as carefully prebut rented for some years. They stockserved from unnecessary waste as any I
ed with the beet breed of cows they
other product of the farm.
I thought adapted to their purpose, and
will
be
manure
Decaying barnyard
resolved that it should be no mixed
found the best method of replacing hubreed affair, but that each should have a
mus (decaying
vegetable matter) up°D I herd of
pure bloods, registered, and
the laud. "AH the commercial fertilizer
cows of great production. They reachyou can heap upon your land cannot
ed out for the beet breeding, and found
place a pound of humus, that valuable I that though they were
renters the ininconstituent of every productive soil,
creased production of their dairies, the
to your land. And th© more decaying I
sales of their surplus stock at high
vegetable matter is incorpoiated in your
more than
covered—yes, twice
soil the better will it withstand a season prices,
over—the disadvantages under which
of drouth, for the decaying vegetable the common
tenant on a dairy farm
matter holds particles of water aud gives
labors. Demands become more frequent
it up slowly to the rootlets of the growas
for their stock and at fabulous

|

prices,
with their neighbors1 sales.
it is possible to haul the compared
to see
states
distant
came
from
Buyers
manure from the stall and spread it on
their herds. Tbey joined the local and
the tield without further handling. I
the national cattle associations, and
This method, however, is often found
looked up as well as others. Well, the
a
so
that
suitable
place
impracticable,
A stranger came and
came.
should be
to store it for some I unexpected

sometimes

prepared
looked over the two herds. He must
before one is ready to spread it.
have twenty head, cows, heifers, and
The best method of controlling ferMaps and Plans made to order.
two small bull calves from Wgh produc..ft
tlmberlands an<l pocket maps of mentation in the manure heap and at
\i
ing cows. These young men asked
tv for sale.
?.i
the same time prevent harmful "hrePublisher· of the Atlas of Maine.)
prices that, locally, were simply astoundfanging" is the supply of moisture. ing, at least. Tbey did not care to reThe addition of water lowers the tem-1
The
luce tbeir stock at present.
perature and thus retards fermentation.
«ranger still insisted, and Anally a sale
is
manure
moist
The need of keeping
The catwas made at very long prices.
especially marked in the case of ^orse tle were taken to the train and billed to
and
de-1
is
which
manure,
naturally dry
Me.
—Tokio, Japan. They had been pur14 Main St.,
composes very rapidly. Hence it »s a wise chased for the Japanese government to
policy to sprinkle or water the manure help stock the imperial stables. This
heap regularly with the leachiugs from I last was later news to the boys, but
the manure. In France this method of
made the sale none the less satisfactory.
preserving manure is generally practiced, I It had paid them to be prepared for the
I
esteemed
and the product is very highly
mexpected, whether it did or did not
as a fertilizer.
The manure is very dark some.
It paid them in another way, the
straw
the
while
even
or
colored,
black,
latisfaction of knowing that tbey—if
lose» its component parts and become»
;hey did live far out in the country—
Lead soft.
I lad' had their merits as breeders of tine
Λ Kinds of Pipe
The way to make such a manure pit 1
producing dairy stock recognized, and
and Iron.
is as follows: To the depth of three 1
ibat their cows were to go half round
feet dig out a sufficiently large space,
:he world to fill imperial stables and
134-11.
Telephone
sloping both p'.ats toward the centre. possibly avert the threatened Japanese
In the center dig out a trench two feet war. Are these
young men readers of
wide by one foot deep, so as to catch 'The Tribune Farmer?" Certainly.—
J. WALDO
and hold the leaching· from both mafohn Gould, Ohio, in Tribune Farmer.
Cover the sloping parts and
nure piles.
trench with cement, so that none of the 1
Understand Your Flock.
teachings can escape iuto the ground.
I Almost
every breed of fowls have, beThe manure in- placed on the inclined 1
tides the marked differences that are
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
plats, so arranged that the teachings I
jenerally known, other smaller differNORWAY. drain into the trench, from which they ences that tbeir owner understands, if
Telephone Connection.
are pumped up and distributed over the
that breed some time. It
It is best to provide two le has kept
manure heap.
HOLLISTER S
would seem best, therefore, if one has
manure heaps, so arranged that when
lad a certain breed for a number of
one is full, six to eight feet high, it may
rears not to be too anxious to change,
while
undisturbed
allowed
ferment
be
to
A 7kay Medioine for Bcay People.
of these small
the knowledge
the other is being filled. The sides of for
Brians GoiJea Health and Renexed Vigor.
will have to be acquired
the heaps are kept intact with old I peculiarities
A si>o(*iUc for Constipation. liiliireNtioo. LI*o
with the new breed.
nr.l Kiln -y Troubles Pimples. Eczema. Impure boards to
prevent the too free access of I A man
HI
I. B.t'l lirciiîh, Sluuif.'sh Bowels, Headache
always does best with what he
tabau<l Baekich··. It's R'x-ky Mountain Tea in
and therefore,
■■r fi rm. 3Λ cents a boi.
Genuine made by
Some one may object to the cost of a thoroughly understands,
a breed well, he will manage
II t.M -TEP. l>nro Coupant, Madison, Wis.
few barrels of cement necessary to line cnowing
:hent to better advantage than one just
GOLDEN fcUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE the bottom and trench of this kind of
aking up the keeping of that breed.
manure pit.
The small cost, however,
It has been my experience that with
should hinder no one from carrying out
Brahmas the disposition is natthe above plau—for what are the bene- Light
urally gentle and docile and they are
fits derived from such a method.
klso easily trained. If driven away
placing a layer of straw between layers
on which they are not
of manure you can make just twice as rora ground
Portland Division.
wanted a few times they will, as a genmuch well rotted barnyard manure as
eral thing, stay away from that ground.
Steamships "Governor Dingley" or by any other way. And if you keep They are therefore good fowls to have
governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf, two to four head of horses and four to I
Their eggs, I have found take
>n range.
Portland, week days at 7 P. M., for Bos- six head of cattle, and faithfully carry
little longer to hatch in an incubator
out the above plao, it will not take many
ton.
;han the eggs of some other breeds, so
years before you can laugh at the hertilhat it does not do to put Plymouth
Rot\iinlne
izer Trust aud you can pity the man
Rock eggs, for instance, in an incubator
who is still in the deadly grasp of the
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
with them, or trouble is pretty sure to
Fertilizer Trust.-P. C. Henry, ton-1
for Portland.
follow when the chicks begin to appear.
over, Ν. T., in Tribune Farmer.
I have noticed that Barred Plymouth
Through tickets on sale at principal
Kocks are apt to be quite fierce when
railroad stations.
Rural Schools.
notbers, and will sometimes kill chicks
After the Pilgrim fathers had landed >elonging to other broods; they will
Freight rates as low as other lines.
On the other band,
All carijo, except Live Stock, is in- in lt>20, the very tirst act of the English dso fight fiercely.
colonists was to establish a high school,
bey are active and alert and protect
sured against fire and marine risk.
natural enemies,
chicks
from
their
heir
bat these were for very few people. In
C. C. BROWN, General Agent,
Harvard was founded, and soon luch as cats, hawks, crows, etc.
Boston, Mass.
Buff Plymouth Rocks, in the experiafter that Yale and Princeton. About
150 or 160 years after that, Thomas >nce of the writer, while more gentle in
than
Barred
Plymouth
Jefferson, who was the father of the lisposition
and
country school system; Washington the iocks, are inclined to be broody
great promoter, and Alexander Hamil- ilso fade out in plumage unless watched
ton the great teacher, gave time and
ilosely.
These are only a few of the many
thought to this cause, and made it posdifferences that manifest themmasses
imaller
sible for education to reach the
of the people.
Washington said, "Lay elves, but which it is of advantage to
broad and deep then, the foundation of mderstand.—H. E.
Haydock, Locust
the general diffusion of knowldge." /alley, X. Y., ih Tribune Farmer.
The old method of teaching is pretty
Kidding r-ieias οι »ucn urass.
nearly eliminated. The education of
Different farmers bave given in The
to-day has come to our homes through
the rural schools. Much of the best 4ew England Homestead tbeir ideas of
work is done in rural schools. Very | tilling witch grass. Perhaps ray oxLast
often, the rural school children do not j >erience may be interesting.
go to high school or to college, there- , pring I had a email piece of land heavifore we must give our rural school chil- ] y manured for cabbage, but the early
dren every advantage.
>lants were all destroyed by the frost,
I believe that the country schools are ;o I net out a smaller area than planned.
add
South Paris, Maine.
we
must
but
a
was
This piece
doing great work,
badly infested with
domestic science and agriculture. Good vitch grass. I cultivated it enough to
results will cume then through the little | ceep the weeds down and continued this
A
school house in the country and it will , intil September 1. I then drilled in
bring sunshine, prosperity and good Iwarf Essex rape in rows 20 inches
citizenship into the future homes of ipart. and this kept green until snow
these children.—Mary F. Rausch, pro- ( lovered it. In cultivating the rape I
fessor of domestic science, Colorado | ound but very few traces of the grass,
it quickly absorbed.
vbich I pulled up.
Agricultural College.
Gi.e» Relief at Once.
My experience convinces me that if 1
It cliaasc*, soothes,
a
For
îad
started by plowing shallow I should
1
The longest lane has a turning.
an.I protects
and science I iave completely eradicated the troubleindustry
good
years
many
the (1>·μ4>η1 mem·
have worked hand in hand to tind some- ;ome weed in even les? time than I did.
bran* r-sultiug from
from which a satisfactory grade of Mter crop· of peas and other truck have
thing
Ca'.i:rh and drives
and
paper can be made, the raw ma- I >een gathered I go over the ground,
print
a
Cold ia the
away
terial to take the place of wood pulp, < with the spading fork dig up all the
Hi 11 quickly. Keis
rage, etc. What is wanted is something scattering plants I can find. This
b' r. H the Senses of
workable, satisfactory < iiisily done where the ground is mellow,
1-iSft.· m l SiuflL Full size ÔO et».. atDrug- durable, cheap,
in color and texture. A loug time ago j 'or the roots are srtong and near the
r hy mail.
K
In
form, 75 cents, mills were established for making wrap- ι surface. This prevents spreading to
t'y brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York. ping paper from grain straw. This was { ;hu sections of the farm not already inmuch in evidence a generation ago, and | ested.—D. O. Wallace. Vermont, in
îiew England Homestead.
in some form straw paper is to-day very
much used. Efforts are again being
1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly directed toward rice straw, and the
Grow New Wood.
located in the village of West Paris, press recently has reported that the tirst
When Longfellow was well along in
t Deists of nine rooms and bath-room, pulp mill for this purpose will be estabhis head as white as enow, an
nheil and «table. About 3-4 acre of land, lished near Lake Charles, La., the cen- rears,
1 irdent admirer asked him one day how
The build- ter of the rice industry. It is proposed
with apple and pear trees.
was
that he was able to keep so
t
ings are situated high from the street, to ship the product to Xew England
so
write
beautifully.
rigorous and
with broad piazza shaded with vines. paper mille to determine finally the
to a blossoming apple tree near
Pointing
Publishventure.
the
of
of
A
view.
a
tine
spring
practicability
Commanding
"That
the
apple tree
poet replied:
The^e build- ers and people generally would hail with »y,
pure water on premises.
but I never saw prettier
s very old,
ings are well and prettily furnished and satisfaction some process where a satis- >lossoms
upon it than those which it
the owner would be glad to sell the factory print paper could be made from
new
material.—New England low bears. The tree grows a little
furni'ure and furnishings with the this cheap
wood every year. Like the apple tree, I
will
and
Homestead.
house. This is a great bargain
ry to grow a little new wood every
be x.iid on reasonable terms. Call on or
And what Longfellow did we
fear,'1
South
Paris,
W.
J.
Wheeler,
address,
Sheep Outlook in Canada.
ill ought to do. We can not stop the
Maine.
The question of sheep and dog has light of time; we can not head off the
assumed serious proportions in Canada. >ue event that happeneth to all; but we
In several parts of the Dominion, ac- >an keep on "growing new wood," and
cording to an editorial in the Toronto in that way keep on blossoming until
Mail, a strong effort is underway for :he end.—The Furrow.
reviving the sheep raising industry,
which in many quarters, has been abanSilo Notes.
doned as uhprotitable. The paper menTo cut down the feed bills, build a
who
no
of
farmers
"Scores
tioned
says:
If you wan» the heel
market the mutton and wool, silo.
ot (jlaeeee, conault me. longer
■J
You are going to build a silo this
that stray dogs drove them out
declare
Come here. Why? BeIn view of the fact that year, are you not?
business.
of
cause my gurt-eesful experience and special
With silage one can keep cows the
was general when lambs
knowledge in the Optical bnetaeas enables ui« sheep farming
around without pasture.
for a dollar and a half and wool for fear
sold
*° vlj u*t
a
vlelon
<iu!ckly to the moet deHcM·
Silage combines two great feeding
fourteen cents a pound, and is decreaspri>|H'riy duel lens. Con»ul allone or examinaelements—nutrition and palatability.
ing with lambs at three to four dollars,
tion·. free.
The cows that get silage regularly are
ami wool at thirty cents a pound, the
be considered a the cows that yield well at the pail.
dog
may
sheep-killing
The progressive dairyman either has a
national menace.''—Maine Farmer.
silo or says he will build one this year.
184.
Tel.
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me.
The only way you can find out just
A gentleman who made the experi- bow much t. silo will be worth to you ie
mcth
recommend·
tbe
season,
ment
past
to build one and use it.—Kimball's
w© Do all Kinds of....
balls as an effective means of keeping
Dairy Parmer.
the striped beetle off the cucumber,
melon and squash vines. The remedy is
JOB PRINTING.
Leisure is sweet to those who have
not only inexpensive but easily applied,
it, bat burdensome to those who
only one ball being retired for each earned
get it (or nothing.—The Furrow.
hill.—Farm Journal.
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calculations were upaet by the chn·
In cellor's triumph, for to plan beforehan
juger
who opened the what he should do If he found Helen
of the hunting Mowbray dining here alone with tl.
and gazed appar prince would have been to insult her.
without recogni- Ills campaign had been arranged in
clad

a

tion at the

two

chancellor's

defeat.
the event of the
Now the one course he saw open liefore him was frankness.
To look at the girl and meet guilt or
defiance in her eyes would l>e agon;
therefore he would not look, though li
saw her, and her alone, as he stoo«
gazing with a strained fixedness at the

men

standing in the dark embrasure of the
porch.
"We wish to see his royal highness,
your master," said the chancellor, taking the initiative, as he knew the em-

peror would wish him to do.
"Ills royal highness is not at home,
sir," replied the jager.
Leopold's eyes lightened as he threw
a glance of sarcastic meaning ut his
companion, but Iron Heart was un-

prince.

|

VVm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Hardware,

PHILLIPS

■

rill

>'.·

McCLURE,

his throat. "Our call is purely oue
business and η moment will see it ti
ished. We owe you an explanation to
this intrusion." lie paused. All hi

time

Norway,

WILLIAMSON,

Authors of "Air Lightning Conductor," "Rose>
>
mary In Search of a Father." Etc.

2.1 \ Ti ï%
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Mary and
Matrimony, f

THE

Ά ΐ·Υ$Ύ

<:

you believe In me without a word. Oh,
how I prayed through all that dreadful moment and how I looked at you,
saying with my eyes, Ί love you; I am
If you had failed me then it
true!'
would have killed me, but"—
"There could be no but," the emperor broke In. "To doubt le not to
By Cecilia A. Loizeiux.
love. When a man loves he knows.
Even out of darkness a light comes
Copyrighted, 1907, by C. II. Satcliffe.
and tells him."
"Then you forgive me—for tonight,
and for everything, from the begin- «•W KNOW Just how yon feel. Dick,
I but I don't see bow it can be
ning?"
When I became enhelped.
"Forgive you?"
"And if I'd l>een different, more like
gaged to you we agreed that It

tiuntalu,

|

at|

you."

|

"At last, then. I can introduce you
to my sister Virginia." said the crown
prince of Ilungarla, with a great sigh
of relief for the ending of his dlfRcul'

part.

|

|oi\PTER.TWENTri

llEY were alone togcth
er. Adalbert and fount
?ome home"—
von Breltstcln had : tol
"That is not necessary,* said the
ou from the room and
chancellor. "Ilis royal highness dines
bad ceased to exist
We will go with
here this evening.
so far as I^eopold aud
roil to the door of the dining room,
were concerned.
(vhich you will open for us and an- Virginia
"I'll tell you now why Γηι here and
nounce that two gentlemen wish to see |
everything else." she was saying, but
aim."
the emperor stopped her.
With this all uncertainty in the mind
"Ever since I came to myself I wantHe ι
>f the jager was swept away.
ed no explanation." he said. "I wantenow his duly and determined to stand
ed only you. That Is all I want now.
t>y it. and the chancellor saw that If
I am the happiest man In the universe.
:l:e master had given Instructions
meanh·;: them to 1κ» overridden at Why should I ask how I came by my
He put aapplness?
east ι lie servant was sincere.
Virginia! Virginia! It's
liiuisi If in the doorway and looked an ι more beautiful name even than
Ibstîiele difficult to dislodge.
Helen."
"That Is impossible. : ir!" he exclalm"There
"But listen," she pleaded.
d. "I have h id m> orders, which are are some things^just a few things:hat his royal highness Is not at home that I long to tell you. Please let me.
ίοηΐμΐιΐ. «ιι< until I know whether or Last night I wished to go Into a conlot
orders are to stand nobody, vent. Oh, it was because I loved you
lot if it wete the emperor, should force bo much! I wanted you to seem perlis v ::v."
fect as my h»ro of romance, just as
"ι o n. laost' of. i-i.·. arc not ror ua,
you were already |>erfect as an emuul it is tho emperor who will go iu·"
To think that I should have
peror.
IViili a step aside the chancellor let been far away out of Ithaetia by this
he li±:ht from the hanging lamp in time If Miss Portman hadn't l>een 111!
lu- haï! shine full upou Leopold's face, Dear Miss Portman! Maybe If we'd
litherto innsl:ed in shadow.
gone nothing would ever have come
His Least forgotten, the jager utter· right. Who can say?
κΐ a cry of dismay, and, with λ sudden
"You know, my brother came to our
"ailing of the knees, he moved and left hotel this afternoon. When his card
he doorway free.
arrived we couldn't tell whether he
"Your majesty!" he faltered. "I did knew our secret or not, but when we
lot see—I could not know. Most hum- had let him come up we had only to
bly I beg your majesty's gracious par- pee his face of surprise. lie was an
If your majesty will but hold
ion.
gry, too. as well as surprised, for he
ne blameless with my master"—
blurted out that there were all sorts of
"Never mind yourself, and never horrid suspicions against us, and mothnind your master," broke in the chan- er explained everything to him before
cellor. "Open that door at the end of I could have stopped her eyen If I
:he hall and announce the emperor I would—how I had not wanted to acind Count von Breitstein."
cept you unless you could learn to love
The unfortunate jauer, approaching me for myself and then how I had
The door
ι state of collapse, obeyed.
been disappointed. No, don't speak;
)f the dining room, which Leopold that's all over now. You've more that
a
aud
tnew of old. was thrown open,
atoned, a thousand times more.
juaverlng voice heralded "Ills imperial
"Dal explained things, too, then—very
majesty the emperor and the Iierr different things—about a plan of the
Chancellor Count von Breitstein."
chancellor's to disgust you with me
The scene disclosed was as unreal aud how he (Dab had played Into the
:o Leopold's eyes as a painted picture chancellor's hands because, you see,
-the walls of pompelian red, the gold he
thought he was acting wisely for
•andelabra, the i»olished iloor spread his neglected sister's sake and because
svith the glimmering fur of polar bears he had really supposed an actress he
uul iu the center a flower decked ta- knows
was
musqueradlnp us Miss
ble lit with pink shaded lights and
he'd told

|

Mowbray. Very imprudently
sparkling with gold and crystal; her that some day there might be
which
faced
η
from
chair
'pringlng up
something between you and his sister.
the door, a young man in evening She knew quite well, too, that the real
half
back
iress; sitting motionless, her
Mowbrays were our cousins; so, you
turned, a slender girl in bridal white.
see. as she and he have quarreted. It
At sight of her the «mperor stopjieii might have been an easy and clever
All the blood in his
>n the threshold.
way for an unscrupulous woman to
!)od.v seemed rushing to his head, then take revenge. Dal would have gone
uirgin:* ba< k npon his heart.
and perhaps have said dreadful things
The impossible had happened.
to the chancellor, who was waiting

|

fCHAPTLB. NINETEENj£t

f·;

came
HE prince
"What a
ward.

lightfui

surprise!"

foi
de
he

"How good ol
you iw)th to look m«
up! But I wish my
prophetic soul had warned me to keep
We have just reached
back dinner.
the third course." And his eyes met
the chancellor's.
"All the same." he went on, "I beg
that you will houor me by diniug. Everything can be ready in a moment,
said.

downstairs for news, but I begged him
not. From being the saddest girl in
the world Pd suddenly become the
happiest, for the chancellor bad told
Dal and Dal bad told me that you had
followed Helen Mowbray to ask her to
be the empress. That changed everything, for then I knew you really loved
her, but Just to punish you for what I
suffered through you laet night I longed to put you to one more test. I said:
•Let the chancellor carry out his plot.
Let me go with you to your hunting
lodge.' At first Dal wouldn't consent,
but when I begged hhn he did. for
generally I can get my way with people, I warn you.
"That's all, except that I hadn't realized how severe the test would be unI til you came lu and I saw the look In
your eyes. It was a dagger of ice In
my heart.'""I prayed heaven to make

|

|

and the bisque eccrevisso"—
"Thank you," cut in the emperor.
"We cannot dine." His voice came|
hoarsely, as if a fierce hand pinch*

'Mary, how old is your father?"

He knew that she had risen not In
frightened haste, but with a lolsured
and dainty dignity. Now her face w;
turned to him. Ile felt it as a t>lin<
man may feel the rising of the sun.
Ile wished that she had died l»efori'
this moment; that they had both died
last night in the garden while he held
her in his arms and their hearts beat
together. She had told him then that
she loved him, yet she was here with
this man—here of her own free will,
the same girl he had worshiped as a
goddess in the white moonlight twentyfour hours ago.
The thought was hot In his heart as
the searing touch of iron red from the

fire—the same girl!
His blood sung in his ears u song of
death, and for an instant all was black
around him. He groped In black chaos
where there was neither light nor
hope, and dully he was conscious ο
the chancellor's voice saying, "You
majesty, if you are satisfied, would you
not rather go?"
Then the dark spell broke. Light
showered over him as from a golden
for in spite of himself he had
et the girl's eyes—the same eyes, be
"Hls Imperial majesty the emperor."
cause she was the same girl—sweet
daunted. lie knew very well now that I eyes, pure nud innocent and wistfullv
this was only a prelude to the drama appealing.
"My God!" he cried. "Tell me why
which would follow, and, though he
bad suffered a sharp pang of anxiety you are here, and whatever you may
I will lielleve you. In spite oL all
ut first, he saw that bis royal friend say
and through all, because you are you,
was pla;. lug with commendable realism. Naturally when beautiful young | and I know that you can do no wrong."
"Your majesty!" exclaimed the chanheiresses ventured into the forest unL-baptfroned to dine with fascinating cellor. But the emperor did not hear.
With a broken cxclamutiou that was
princes tiie least that such favored
half a sob the girl held out both her
L-eiitlemen could do was to be "not at
hands, and Leopold sprang forward to
iiome" to au intrusive public.
"You are mistaken," insisted the I crush them between his Ice cold palins.
"Thank heaven!" she faltered. "You
chancellor. "Ills royal highness is
home and will receive us. It will be ure true! You've stood the test. I love
better for you to admit us without further delay."
Under the domination of those eyes,
which could quell a turbulent reichstag.
the jager weakened, as his master had
iloubtless expected him to do after the
first resistance.
"It may be I have made a mistake,
sir," he stammered, "though I do not
If you will have the kiudthink so.
uess to walk In and wait for a few
minutes until I cau inquire whether his
royal highness has come home or will

other girls, content with a conventional would hare to be a long engagement"
"It's been three years now, Mary,
affection, yon wouldn't have loved m··
and I call that a long time. And you
more?"
He took her in his arms and held her seem to have no idea of ending the
wait at all.' You—you aren't forgetting
as if he would never let her go.
"If you had been different I wouldn't to care, are you, Mary?"
Mary's lip trembled as she looked at
have loved you at all," he said. "But
if things had been different I couldn't him.
"I care as much—more—than ever,"
have helped loving you just the same.
I should have been fated to fall in she said. "You don't understand. You
love with Princess Virginia of Bau- see, I have been papa's housekeeper
menburg-Drlppe at first sight, exactly since I was fifteen, and I simply can't
as I fell In love with Helen Mow- leave him alone."
"He Is perfectly willing. Mary. Somebray."
to
"Ah, but at best you'd have fallen times I think he is anxious for you
if
in love with Virginia because it was marry. He doesn't want to feel as
he were in the way of your happiness."
"That's Just It!" cried Mary. "Dear
old dad! He'd sacrifice his own interests for me any day. I won't have it."

•Fifty."

'And healthy?"
'Perfectly. We're all proud of our
health."
'He's likely to live out his threescore and ten then."
Ί hope so, and if you moan that you
wish be would die, Dick Lane"—
'Easy. Mary; easy. Personally I'm
very fond of your father. That's one
reason why I am so anxious to get
into his immediate family. But, let's
see, unless some unforeseen accident
occurs I shall be obliged to wait for
He
you at least twenty-five years."
held up a warning baud as Mary started to speak. "Don't you see that we're
no nearer the goal than we were three
years ago? Don't wait to find a solution of the problem, dear. Marry me
now and we'll solve it together."

Mary

"We shall never be old."
your duty, and you fell in love with
Helen Mowbray because It was your
duty not to, which makes it so much
nicer."
"It was no question of duty, but of
destiny," said the emperor. "The stars
ordained that I should love you."
"Then I wish," aud Virginia laughed happily, as she could atford to
laugli now. "that the stars had told me
last summer. It would have saved me
And yet
t great deal of trouble.

don't kuow." she added thoughtfully.
"It's been a wonderful adventure. We
eball often tulk of It when we're old."
"We shall never be old, for we love
each other." said the emperor.
THE END.

THE WORLD DRYING UP.
Possibility That the Human Race Will

Oie of Thirst.
We are to die of thirst. Comparatively few persons kuow the suffering
Involved In a thirst for which there Is
no help at hand. The consuming thirst
of any wound
more than the pain
makes the battlefield a hell. Yet death
by thirst Is the doom forecast for the
(ieologlsts
race by grim scientists,
find that the fresh water supply of the
globe Is falling. They have data which
point to the gradual withdrawal of the
streams and other bodies of water
from the surface. Bolh in Africa and
central Asia and, indeed, In all the

great levels the water beds are drying
A great number of lakes well
up.

known In the historical age have entirely disappeared. For example. Lake
Chlroua, in Africa, has vanished within recent years, as has also Lake

NgamJ,

by

discovered

Livingstone.

Lake Tchad Is more than half dried
in
up. For centuries bodies of water
central Asia have been evaporating
Where
and the deserts extending.
2,000 years ago great cities stood In
east Turkestan there are found only
vast and depressing stretches of sand.
The river 'ftirim, once a principal Asiatic route, Is almost gone, and Lobformerly four times the area of

Nor,

shallow

Lake Geneva, is now but a
marsh. The same sad conditions are
noted In European Russia. Novgorod,
the most pushing city In the czar's dis-

tracted realm, was surrounded by water in the middle ages. While we may
be sure that the fate which the geologists suggest for humanity Is very far
away, the facts recited to show the

drying up process arc convincing proofs
of the need of preserving our forests
St Paul Pioneer
with more care.
Press.

rose

impatiently.

of talking tbat way?
"What's the
You know I can't. I've thought and
thought, but there doesn't seem to be
Father flatly reany other way out.
fuses to live with us—says It's better
not—and I can't leave him. That's
use

I sent for you. I've made up my
mind that it isn't fair to keep you
waiting, so I am going to break our engagement." She looked at him bravely. though her eyes swam with tears
and her chin quivered.
Dick stared a moment and then began to laugh, which, under the circumstances, was the worst thing he could

why

have doue. Mary's eyes began to blaze,
and the tears disappeared.
"It's a Joke. Is it?" she blazed.
"Well, it's time It was broken. Here
Is your ring. I'm sorry for your wasted time, and, since you are so anxious
to be married, I hope you will find
some

one

who

will

have

away."
She slipped from the

you

right

room, and not
until he heard the door of her room
slam did Dick recover from his amazeThen he laughed again and,
ment.
putting the ring In his {racket, left the

house.

"Poor little Mary!" bemused. "Well,
I see that I'll have to get her father to
holn

"

Mary, watching him stride up the
street whistling "Mary, Mary, Long
Before the Fashions Came," sank Into
her big chair ami wept.
"lie wanted it broken! lie wanted
It broken!" she wailed.
Once admitted to the inner office
Diek took the leuther chair which
Mary's father indicated with his foot,
accepted a cigar and lit it.
"Is this η business call or Just a
visit?"
"Both. I've been up to see Mary."
"Strange.
Anything doing? Will
Mary marry?"

"She says she won't. In fact, she has
just given me back my ring. I say she
must, and I want you to help me."
"Of course I can't force my daughter
to marry you If she does not want to."
grinned Mr. Arnold.
"Yes. you can—If you go about It
right. You see"— And lie brietîy out-

lined ids talk with Mary. Mr. Arnold
smoked fiercely while the young man
talked, and then they went over a detailed plan together.
When the young man finally left, the
elder shook his hand heartily.
"I'll do my best, Dick. Mary's a good
daughter, but she'll make just as good
a wife, and I'll divide."
That evening Mary cauie to the dinner talile red eyed and white faced.
Little by little her father drew the
story from her. When she had finish-

ed he said: "I'm glad of it, Mary. I
never would have asked you to give
him up, but I am thankful that you can
Investigating Grandpa.
Ile did not say
see for yourself."
A grandfather, well knowii In the
what she could see. "And now that
English house of commons, was chatIt's all over I don't mind telling you
ting amicably with his little grandon that there are as good fish in the sea
ensconced
was
who
snugly
daughter,
Now,
as have been caught so far.
his knee.
he's so slow! And then—
"What makes your hair so white, Dick—well,
But that's over now, so cheer up,
grandpa?" the little miss queried.
and fall In love witli some
"I am very old, my dear; 1 was in daufçhter,
else."
the ark," replied his lordship, with a eue
"Oh, I can't ever do that!" wppt
painful disregard of the truth.
"I shall take care of you all
Mary.
Noah?"
are
"Oh, you
my life."
"No."
"Tut! Tut! Just put your mind to
"Are you 6hem, then?"
It and you can do it. I am anxious to
"No, I am not Shem."
see you marry and be happily settled,
"Are you Ham?"
Mary. Of course I didn't say so, be"No."
cause I could see that you didn't really
"Then," said the little one, who was
If you had cared you'd
care for Dick.
fast nearlng the limit of her Biblical
have married him two years ago. But
must be
—

knowledge, "you
A negative reply

Japheth."

given to this
Inquery also, for the old gentleman
wardly

wondered

was

what

the

outcome

would be.
"But, grandpa, if you are not Noah
or Shem or Ham or Japheth you must
be a beast!"

The Evil Eye.

The "evil eye" was one of the many
that at one time beset
humanity in the time of its ignorance.
It was believed throughout the middle
ages that certain persons had the powof
er of cursing you by their glances,
subjecting you to the fascinatlou which
unopposed, blighted and destroyed you.
Amulets oi various forms were used

superstitions

against this much dreaded power as
well as certain practices, such as laughing, spitting and turning a somersault
—New York American.
Doing Without the Dot.
The small letter "1" was formerly

written without the dot The dot was
Introduced in the fourteenth century
to dieingulsh "1" from "e" in hasty
and indistinct writing. The letter "I"
was originally used where the letter
"J" Is now employed. The distinction
between "1" and "J" was Introduced by
the Dutch printers at a comparatively
recent date, and the "J" was dotted
because the "i," from which it was derived, was written with a dot.

that he's gone"—
Mary Rasped and stooj>ed for her
napkin. sItHng up agnln with η red
Not care for Dick!
face.
I'erhaps
Dick thought that too.
"And, aside from that," went on her
father, "I have been encaged to Marian Iloward for a year, and I know
how you will feel about keeping me
«vaitiug too long. Of course I should
not think of marrying again while you
now

are

with me."

Mary thought she must faint The
room went round and round, aud then
she heard a voice, which must have
been her own, stltlly congratulating her

father, heard him say something tin
words of which she could not distinguish, and then she was up In her own
room.

"Ob," she moaned, "what shall I do»
No one wants me. I'apa Is going tc
do
marry again, aud even he thinks 1

sharply

the steps of the ingoing car after her,
but she did not notice.
"Was this what her father had meant
in his telephone message?" thought the
young man. Well, he had made a mess

of It.
It was raining by this time—a dreary
little drizzle—and when Mary alighted
at the union station she would have
falleu on the slippery steps had not
some one seized the suit case aud
caught her arm ilmily. When she had
regained her balance the man did not
let go, but slid his grasp down to the

cold,

wet hand.
"Let me go! What do you mean:"
she gasped, and then she knew. She
began to cry.

"Mary, Mary,

so

contrary,

come on

home again," said Dick gently. "We
didn't mean to go so far as this, dear.
In our little plot."
"Wo—our plot! What do you meau';
Did you and father fix ail this up for
a trick? And—anil"— To Dick's great
surprise and relief she began to laugh.
He had expected tears, anger, even
rage. And then he began to feel foolish.
"I guess I got Just what I deserve.
I was bliud as a bat," she said. "When
do you want me to marry you. I »i«-k.
if you can forgive me enough to want
me at all?
Dick, you didn't think that
I had really btopped caring, did you?"
Mary's father was In the drawing
room when they got home and cmie
out Into the hall to meet them. "We've
been out walking." said Dick blandly.
"Yes, I see," said Mr. Arnold, ignoring the suit case and Mary's unusual
apparel. "Fine night. Isn't it?"

MAY FIRES.
Ancient Scotch Cuatom Which Involved
Human Sacrifice.
Sir John Sinclair's "Statistical Account of Scotland" contains notices of
many old customs, which still continued to be observed In the Highlands,
though they were even then fast dying
out From the eleventh volume of that
great work, which was publlshod in

the succeeding years, we
the authority of the minister
of Callender, Perthshire, that the boys
of the township assembled in a body
upon the moors on May day and proceeded to dig a circular trench, leaving
the soil in the center undisturbed, so as
1791

learn,

and
on

to form a low table of green turf sufficient In size to accommodate the
whole party.
They lighted a fire and prepared α
custard of milk and eggs and a large

oatmeal cake, which they baked upon a
■tone placed in the embers. When they
had eaten the custard, they divided the
cake into as many equal portions as
there were persons in the assembly
and dau'>ed one of those pieces with
charcoal until It was perfectly black.
They then placed all the pieces of cake
together In a bonnet, and each in turn
drew one blindfolded, the holder of the
bonnet being entitled to the last piece.
The boy who drew the blackened portion was destined to be sacrifled and
was compelled to leap three times

through

the flames.

Although the ceremony had degenerated Into a mere pastime for boys, it

is evident that It must once upon a
time have Involved the actual sacrifice
of a human being In order to render
the coming summer fruitful.—Gentleman's Magazine.

She Needed Money and Sent a
sage That Would Fetch It.

Mes-

entered

A day or two ago α woman
suburban telegraph office and said to
the receiver of messages that she desired to telegraph her husband, who
was away in the country, to ask him
He pointed her to the
for money.
counter supplied with blanks and told
her the rate for a dozen words. She
struggled away for a quarter of an
hour and then handed In the follow
a

lng:

«

"Won't you please send me £5 by
next poet?"
"I don't know whether that will do
or not," she said as she felt for lier
purse. "If you were to receive such

telegram from your wife, would you
forward the money?"
"Well—well, I might." he replied In
doubtful tones.
"Now, you wait I don't like, the
telegram at all, because I tried to ke<>p
It within twelve words. I'll write an-

a

other."
She tore it up, walked over to the
counter and in three minutes banded
in a new one reading:
"Am out of food and fuel and want
£5 as soon as you can get it here. If
you can't spare It I'll pawn the parlor

carpet."

"That would bring the money from
counter clerk ns lie re.-(1
the lines and marked the numl>er of

me," said the
words.
"Then

It

will

quick."—London

from him.
Tit-Bits.

miserably.

"I like Marian Howard. I have always wished I could have her with me.

Reassuring.

Send

It

me to think that
ny money goes into your spendthrift
hands when I die.
Young BullionNever mind, governor. It won't stay
there long. London Tit-Bits.

Old Bullion—It galls

A SUICIDE'S HAND.
The Queer Superstition That Used to
Prevail In England.

In former times It was a common notion that if a sick person could only
touch the hand of α suicide he or she
would be cured. This superstition was
especially common in the west of England. In Cornwall touching a suicide's
hand was said to have once cured a
young man who had been atllicted with
many tumors from his birth. A similar superstition regarding the touch
of executed criminals has been widely
prevalent aud lias often been recorded.
Robert Hunt In bl.s "Romances of the
West of England" says that he once
saw a young woman led ou to the
scaffold at Newgate In order to have a
wen touched by the hand of a man
who had Just been executed.
At Northampton of old the hangnun
is said to have Lad a regular fee for
according a similar "privilege" to sufEven the
ferers from like disorders.
coffin of a suicide may have curative
value. There is a Devonshire belief to
the effect that If any one suffering
from disease can manage to throw a
white handkerchief on tuch a cotliu
at the time of its interment the disea e
will vanish as the handkerchief decajs.
Much superstitious value has also been
attached to the knots of the rope used
either by a suicide or in the execution
of a criminal.
The Notary In France.
The notary is a most Important perall smull country towns in
son In
France. Every i>oJy consult» him. fr«>:u
the big landowner when In.· lias cli.-tcussions with his neighbor ov»»r right
of way to tin· peasant who buys a few
meters of land as soon as he lias aiy
surplus funds. We were constantly
having rows with one of our neighbors
over a little strip of wood that ran up
Whenever he was angry
Into ours.
with us. which happened quite often
(we never knew why), he had a dee,»,
ugly ditch made just across the ro:id
which we always took when we were
riding around the property. The woods
were so thick and low. with plenty of
thorns, that we could not got along by
keeping on one side and were obliged
to go back and make quite a long detour. The notary did his best to buy It
for us. but the man would n#*ver sellrather enjoyed. I think. having the
[lower to annoy us.—Mme. Waddington
In Scrlbner's.

Work of the Farmer.
The countless millions of our population are fed aud clothed by the AmeriThe grain waving In
can farmer.
;olden beauty upon the great plains of
the west, the cotton drifting like summer snow upon the Holds of the south,
freight the fleets of nations and loose
their sails, thread the continents with
track of steel, till the earth with the
roar of trains and heap for trade and
commerce and useful art those stores
that make a nation great. Where are
the sinews of our strength If they are
not found in our great, diversified agriWhat victorious
cultural products?
hosts ever waved as Joyous banners as
those that float above the tasseled
maize from the snows of Maine to the
»plcy groves of California? What spirit
)f beauty hovers above southern fields
when fleecy bolls uncover to crown

'King Cotton!"—Hon. Ezeklel

S. CanMississippi In House of
itepresentatlves.
lier, Jr.. of

A QUICK TOUCH.

A Good Reason.
Pearl—They thought at first they
not care for Dick. I must have acted
would be married In Holland. Ruby—
terribly for papa to think that. And
And what changed their minds? Pearl
why didn't he tell me that he wanted
heard that old shoes In
to marry? I'd have been glad of it, -Why, they
Holland weighed from two to six
for then I could have married Dick aud
would not have needed to worry about jounds each.—Exchange.
And now
papa at all. Oh, It is cruel!
it is too late. No wonder Dick stopped
caring if I acted like that-like they
She sobbed
seem to think I have."

CITY POLICE.

I'd like to live witn tiiem. out tney
MEXICO
don't want uie either. Papa has «aid
time and again that such combinations etrMt Lanterns That
Κ··ρ Them Vigiare always unhappy, and ho I must go
lant at Night.
somewhere."
away
"When I visited Mexico," said an
She sobbed herself to sleep that night
"I found innumerable things of
artist,
after hours of wretched reflection and
but that which gained my
interest,
almost desperate thinking. She did not
notice particularly was the police eye·
she
when
but
to
breakfast,
down
go
In the City of Mexico the police
4m.
heard her father leave the house she
at night are stationed at short interwent downtown and drew all of the
rals apart in the street Each policemoney vhich she had in the bank.
man has,a lantern, which la placed on
for
New
Then ehe bought a ticket
It
a stand in the center of the street
York.
is his duty to remain In easy striking
At noon her father, seeing how
distance of this lantern at all times,
wretched she looked at dinner, felt like
so that^be will be on hand In case of
a brute aud came very near to spoiling
an emergency.
the whole thing. But she slipped away
"Any person who is able to reach
comtime
to
him
to
too quickly
give
the lamp and lift it from its hook beshe
sure
he
was
when
mit himself, and
fore the policeman interferes Is entitled
was in her room he called Dick cauto a reward of $500.
Any policeman
tiously up over the phone.
who loses his lantern is subject to in"I guess you'd Iwtter come over.
stant and dishonorable dismissal. This
I've made a beastly mess of the
Is to insure constant vigilance on their
to
he
called
Theu
said.
he
tip
thing."
and to require their presence at
purt
the
to
back
to
had
ko
Mary that he
At first I
a certain point at all times.
office and told her not to sit up for
the thing as a Joke, and I
him and cleared out, feeling like ο regarded
tried to get possession of the police
coward.
lantern. Hut then I found that I was
This was the chance for which Mary
was waiting.
Hurriedly she finished greatly mistaken. Not once, although
I exercised extreme caution, was I
suit
case, wrote an agoher
packing
for the policeman on
nized note to her father, and. after quick enough
watch.
and
cont
in
the
long
herself
dressing
The city of Mexico is one of the
dark veil which fleeing heroines :ιI
best policed communities in the world.
ways wore in the plays she had seen,
on hand when
she let herself quietly out at the front Policemen are always
A young one requires them, and It Is virtually
door and reached the car.
fur desperadoes to operate
man Jumped off the outgoing car, look- impossible
aud theu swung up In the open."—New York Telegram.
ed at her

A Mole Catcher.
A farm manager at Fodderty, Dingwall, Scotland, watching a mole catch»r at work, saw sea gulls hovering
)vcr and occasionally alighting upon a
turnip field In which the observer and
Jthera were at work. A particularly
large and handsome bird attracted his
ltteutlon by the graceful way It floated
ilowly over the drills, Intently scanling the surface of the ground Sudlenly. steadying Itself a moment. It
lropped, dug its bill Into the heaving
;round and rose with a mole for Its
»rey. Resting a few minutes, It gracefully began again a further search for
?rey. In a few minutes a second mole
was unearthed.
The White Evening Waietcoat.
Anything that breaks through the
jloomy, funereal, waltereal aspect of
male evening dress Is to be commend*
Hi. But practically, as a general rule,
:he white evening waistcoat cannot be
îffectively worn much after the age of
Black, it Is well known,
twenty-one.
liminishes the proportions, but white
jndoubtediy increases them. I see men
whom 1 have hitherto considered to be
dim appear in white eveniug waistoats and look absolutely corpuleut
—

London Graphic.

Making Face*.
Saueec— I saw a man In a window
making faces today. Symple—What
was he doing that for? Saucee—For a
:oup!e of clocks. He is a Jeweler.—
London Fun.
Value of Religion.
"Some people," said the ltev. Mr.
Goodman, "can never be made to appréciât* the value of religion."
"That'r. right." replied Malnchanti,
the merchant; "they don't know how
to catch the church trade at all."—Phil-

adelphia

Press.

The early bird Is all right, but the
worm la a fool.—Charleston News
ind Courier.
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Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN THE

Armory,

Bangor,

At 2 o'clock, P. M..

for the purpose of nominating candidate* for
Governor an 1 State Auditor to be supported at
the September election, and transacting any
other buslnes» that may pro|>erlv come before It.
The liasls of representation will t>e a* follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate, and for each 73 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor In 19M
an additional delegate, anil fora fraction of 40
votes in excess of 7Λ vote··, a further additional
delegate Vacancies in the delegation of any
cltv, town or plantation can only be tilted by
residents of Uie County lu which the vacancies
exist.
The State Committee will be In session in the
o'clock,
anteroom of the Armory at one
on the day of the Convention for the purpose of
In
order
of
the
credentials
delegates.
receiving
to be eligible to participate In the Convention,
delegate* must oe elected subsequent to the
date of the call for this Convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political
a(H Dations may have been, who believe in the
general principles and policy of the Republican
party and desire Its success at the polls In the
coming election In this Mate, are cordlallv Invited to unite under this call In electing delegates
to the Convention
Per order. Republican State Committee.
•SETH M. CARTER, Chairman.
BY R< >N BOY I), Secretary
Lewlston, May 9, lyut>.
Train arrangements.—Maine Central Railroad
One fare from all stations.
Grand Trunk.—Coupon tickets at one fare tu
junction point with Maine Central, plus one fare
therefrom.
Ticket* good going Monday, June Λ, to return
not later than duly 1.

Un«l*r this call. the towns and plantation* 1b
Couuty will be entitled to delegates as
:

OXFORD COUNTY

Albany,
Andover,
Bethel,
Brown Held,
Buckfleld,
Byron,

3
S
3
1
2
I
4
3
1
1
j
1
2
i
3
3
1
4
1

Canton,

Denmark,

Dix Held,
Prveburg,
«Head.
Grafton,

Greenwood,
Hanover.

Hartford,
Hebron,
Hiram,
Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,
Ne wry,

iM.·

Norway,

(
2

Porter,

5
Î
I

Stone haui,
Stow.

S
]
5

Oxford,
Pari·,
Peru,

!

Roxbury,
Rum ford,

Sumner,
Sweden,
Coton,
Waterford,
Woodstock,

]
S
J

PLANTATIONS:
]
]

Lincoln,
Magalloway,
Milton,

j

Total,

%

Republican County

Convention.

The Republican Totem of the County of Ox·
fori, lu the State of Maine, are requested to meet

at

the Court House

at

South Fart;·,

on

Wednes-

«lay, the seventeenth lay of June, A. D. lMfet, at
10 o'clock In thi» forenoon, for the purpose of
nomluaUng candidates for the following oountv
otlt.-e·', to be supported at the September elec
tlon, to wit: Senator, Judge of Probate, Reglstet
of Probate, County Tretsurer, Couutv Attorney,
Alio to
one County Commissioner and Sheriff.
choose a Republican County Committee for the
year» 1909 ami 1910.
The basl· of representation wl'l be as follow»
Each town ami plantation organized for election purposes will be entitled to one delegate,
and for each 75 votes cast for the Republican
candidate for Governor In ÎSXW au a<idlUonal
delegate, anil for a fraction of 40 votes In excess
of 75 an additional delegate.
The Republican County Committee will be In
section at the grand jury room at the Court
House at South Paris, at f o'clock on the mornInn of the convention for the purpose of receiving the credential· of the delegate*.
Delegates in order to be eligible to participate
In the convention must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order Republican County Committee.
BENJAMIN A. SW ASKY. Chairman.
Dated at Lew I «ton. Me., May 1-.'. laws.
FREDERICK R. DYER. Secretary.

Coming Event·.
June U 17 —Commencement, Hebron Acadeuiv.
June 17—Republican couuty convention, South
Parle.
June 20-34.— Commencement, Colby College.
June il
—Commencement. Hate's College.
Juue 21 J5.—Commencement. Bowdoln College
June 3S.—I>emocraUc county convention. South
Parle.
June -.'4, iS.— Semi-annual meeting of « >xford Assoclatlon of Cnlversallsts, Paris Hill.
June
Republican stale convention, Bangor.
July 15—Democratic state convention, Bangor.
NSW

ADVKRTISKM KNTS.

Chicago Resident.
Selling Spectacle·.

Blue Stores.
Buy Your Horse a Kly Net.
White Sale.
Marked Down.
Keith's Konqueror Shoe for Men.
Cure the Cause.
Fifteen Years of Agony.
Appointment of Kxecutrix.
Standing Grass for Sale.
Automobile to Let.
Sheriff'» Sale.
Found.
Shovel Plow».
Lost.
Wanted.

State Summer Schools.
Much interest is shown in the state
schools for teachers which are
to be held this year at the several Normal Schools.
Nine distinct courses of study will be
offered in each school. These courses
are arranged with a view to meeting the
needs of teachers in grade and rural
schools and each course will be under
the direction of a teacher of special
training for his department.
Not the least advantage of the schools
this year will lie in the fact that the
splendid equipment of the normal
schools will be at the disposal of the
students.
The methods of instruction will be the
■ame as are employed in the regular
normal school classes. Definite assignment of lessons will be made and regular
recitation work will be done.
The single session plan will be adopted in order that the afternoons may be
free for study and recreation.
These schools offer splendid opportunity to ambitious teachers who desire
to secure a better equipment for their
work. The state bears the entire expense of the support of the schools so
that teachers are under no expense except for travel and board.
The state teachers' examination is
given at the close of each school and the
courses offer special preparation for this
examination.
Circulars explaining the work of the
state summer schools may be had upon
application to the principal of any of the
normal schools and teachers who expect
to attend should make early application
for board.
summer

J

Bright·,

TUESDAY, JUNE 30th, 1908,

Oxford
follows

Fryeburg.
BrtM·
The book· constituting the library of
Saturday, June β, tlio student· of the
The date has been fixed for ρ1»*1ηΚ
"oat-door" the late Benjamin Poor Snow of Alfred,
the four-act drama, "A Woman's Hon- g ram mar school held an
who «u principal of the academy here
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ar," as next Friday evening, Jane 19, at β leet at Riverside Park. They par·
1-4 mile for two or three year· in the early »lxDunham's Eall. The oaat is mostly t loipated in the 50 yard dash,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
were auctioned off in Boston on
made up of young amateure, but careftu c asb, 100 yard dash, 1-2 mile dash, po- tiea,
for the Thursday and Friday, June 4 and 5, by
and
the
of
trying
t
tto
race,
selection
girls
boys
and
rehearsal·
judioious
the the firm of Charles F. Libbie & Co. at
Paris HUL
role to be impersonated gives promise of I onors in all the sports ezoepting
rare sport their book-auotion rooms, 646 WashingMiss loot Harlow and Miss Minnie in unusually successful presentation of t road and high jump. It was
that oity. One of the
en- ton Street,
Holland of Dixfield were guests at this popular drama. Some really fine a nd from appearances considerable
a copy of the
of t busiasm baa been aroused, for you see items of the sale was
in
week.
last
Atwood's
has
been
M.
developed
acting
George
pamphlet containing an account of the
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker the leading character·, and the j> y
quads of boys here and there practicing;
on Thursday,
Proceeds go to , nd it looks as though this part of col- centennial celebration
arrived- at Elmhurst Saturday and Mr. merits a full house.
of the settlement of
Cast of 1 jge fitting will be well prepared. The August 20, 1863,
Knickerbocker commenced his summer Granite Lodge, F. and A. M.
it
the
brought being
price
well and the this town,
Î oung folks did remarkably
pastorate at tbe Universalist church characters as follows:
in any· only ten cents. This pamphlet contains
1 rizes of 15.00 to be taken up
BeaeralMartyr.a
Sunday.
which
of
79
pages θ to 50 conMr. W. T. Fernandez of the General
hing at Boeserman's store by the boy listpages,
K. Brock.
of the historical address which was
brother.
Pe«lro Mender, hie
, nd girl winning the largest number of
Electric Company, assisted by Curtis Dr.
Jo^
Garcia, surgeon of the
Ernest delivered at the celebration by Rev.
M^eletne.^
{ oints for the day, were won by
Clark of the same company, is setting
of this town,
M. D.. in
lowler and Sylvia Swan. The games Samuel Souther, a native
up a large rdynamo and installing elec- atlbert Hall,
><>^£n£ Hammond. loeed with hearty cheers from the chil- but then a resident of Worcester, Mass.
trical work for Mr. Brown at the Robert Glenn, a Wall Street
The committee which at the annual
Banker,^ ^ man { ren for Mr. Boardman, who furnished
Crocker Hill mine.
the precèding 6th
t be prizes and had contributed so much town meeting held on
Miss Eleanor G. May has been spendSregoryQrtae..Lerter'.prlv^reU^.rt<e
F. of April was selected to make the preptfnd
the
of
success
the
π
the
ward
day,
Beeches
week
at
The
during
ing a
Carroll A. Baoon.
Cbenezer, Glenn's Butler,
first chose,
^ I. Merrill, Esq., who had assisted to arations for the celebration
renovation of her summer house, May- 3 le η n's" laughters,
Hon.
as the orator of the occasion,
Mu. Dora I. Hill t lake the occasion so enjoyable.
tield.
Hiss Minnie I. £uller.
^TT··
a very pretty home William Pitt Fessenden, grandson of
evening
The guests at The Beeches are Miss
Monday
Marl^wWeof Pedro.
Rev. WilA. Lanning, Boston; Miss S. Bowman,
redding took plaoe at the home of Mr. Fryeburg's first clergyman,
The scenes in the play Include the Gieun g nd Mrs. E. L. Arno, when their daugh· liam Fessenden, but the pressure of
Brookline; Miss C. T. Haven, New York;
Lesand
General
mansion in New York,
rendered it impossible
{ βγ Lula was united in marriage to Mr. other business
Mrs. H. A. Stanwood, Portland; Mrs. E.
in
ter's home in the Isle of Santa Cruz.
( Chester Bowler Cusbman. Rev. Mr. for Mr. Fessenden to take the part
E. Walker and Miss Walker, Bangor;
beand
music
will be
There
specialties
the celebration for which he had been
M.
E.
cburoh,
of
the
Gertrude
Miss
and
j
Collins
tanghart,
Mrs. Stacy
pastor
tweeu acts.
and Mr. Souther was chosen in
Popular prices.
j erformed the ceremony, the double selected,
Collins, New York; Miss S. Goldmark,
was
There will be a veranda party Monday χ
service being -used. The rooms bis stead. Mr. Souther's address
New York; Mies Benz, East Orange, N.
ing
avening of this week, June lo, at the ^ rere prettily decorated and the bay delivered from a rough wooden stand,
Boston.
Miss
Blodgett,
Mary
J.;
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates. %
which had been
Miss Grace Bennett of Norway spent a
rindpw was converted into a bower of facing the southwest,
of the Good
of
Mr. The affair will be in charge
f owers, in which the oouple stood to erected on the northeastern slope
week at The Beeches recently.
Will Society and there will be a short f eceive the sacred rites. The
Pine Hill, the auditors sitting in tbe
wedding
Edward Stanwood, Portland, made a
cream
Ice
benches arranged in front of
program of entertainment.
^ larch was played by Miss Edith Mare- open air on
brief stay there.
were read
ind lemonade will be for saie.
u
t en.
Mr. Cusbman is linotype operator the stand, and from that stand
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case, Lyman
who
of
E.
Gilman
Lewis
Portland,
the letters which had been received from
a the Citizen office, and Mrs. Cusbman,
Case and the Misses Adelaide and Mary
twentv years ago lived in this place
unable to be
ince her graduation from Oould Acad· invited guests who were
Case arrived at their summer home here
dis.
ot
Probably it would now be
The Misses Case have as
has been employed in the same present.
last week.
my,
for any
jase and was brought here the 6th for
The presents were of linen, very difficult, if not impossible,
( ffice.
guests Miss Milligan of Indianapolis, burial. A
good delegation of the mem- ] aany pieces of silver, pictures, etc. one to point out the exact spot where
Miss Eldridge of Maujuette, Mich., and
the part of tbe
bers of West Paris Lodge, I. 0. O. F., oi
"he happy couple left on the evening that stand was located,
Miss Copeland of Chicago, classmates at
which he was a charter member, acted as
on which it stood having at that
{ rain for Niagara Falls, and upon their hillside
Bryn Mawr College, from which insti- jscort for the funeral
and
here and there, but now
procession,
tution all the young ladies have just
eturn will spend a month's vacation in time only a tree
performed burial rites at the cemetery. lontville, Mr. Cushman's home. They being quite thickly wooded over.
graduated.
the
Un.versai.st
at
held
were
Governor John A. Andrew of Massa, iave the hearty good wishes of a large
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. C. Case and Miss Services
:hurch conducted by Rev. MIsh Macduff.
chusetts was present at the celebration
Gertrude Case came last week to their
( ircle of friends.
\ erand he began his
Mr. Case Mr. Gilman was a native of Mount
home here for the summer.
Mrs. Emma Lord of Portland has been as an invited guest,
After
non and served in the civil war.
address from the stand on the hillside,
at Mr. Seth Walker's.
will return to New York Monday, comtruest
to North Paris he manied Minafter he commenced to speak a
Mr. and Mrs. Η. Π. Bean, Miss Mil· but soon
ing for his vacation later in the season. coming
of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
shower precluded further exercises on
Mies Pauline ingrabam, Mrs. Albert E. nie, daughter
( Ired Keene and Miss Kate Howe have
and lived there and in bumner
hillside and caused the crowd to
Davies and Miss "Polly" Davies arrived Young,
teen attending the commencement of th^
previous to coming here, lie was for ( he University of Maine, where Mr. sciffry for shelter, as many of them as
at their summer home here Friday.
Brass
Paris
leveral years leader of \\ est
possible crowding into the CongreMrs. W. A. Barrows is on a visit to
^ Chester Bean has just graduated.
where Governor AnBand. lie leaves a widow, a son Louie,
relatives and friends in Lynn and North
Rev. Frank Mansfield, pastor of the gational church,
two
also
md
grand- ( Jniversaiist church, has been attending drew finished his address, and where he
daughter Winnie,
Brooktield. Mass. Her daughter, Mrs.
sq excoriated the "Copperheads" for
( :ommenceraent at Orono.
Allard, and children will return with her
to the civil
Mrs. Arthur K. Shurileff have
mill is progressing their course with reference
to spend the summer.
The
Springer
a week's trip to the
war then raging, that tbe late Henry I). E.
The annual meeting of the stock-hold- been enjoying
apidly.
of West Fryeburg and the late
Rangeleys. C. L. Ridlon assisted by
ers of the Paris Hill Water Company
The Oxford Conference of Congre- Hutcbins
Farnum of South Pari β attend ed
Abbott of Fryeburg village hissed
will be held at the Hubbard House next Myron
( :ational churches met with the Bethel Henry
s
left
to the drug store during Mr. Sburtlelf
There was a good his utterances, and in high dudgeon
^ ihurch June 10-11.
Saturday evening.
the church. The great majority of the
Tbe base ball team of the Paris Hill absence.
ι ittendance and all the sessions were of
rewife
have
with
and
accird
O. H. Marston
just
Grammar School went to Bucktield last
nterest and helpfulness.
Many of the auditors were in thorough
turned from a four or five days' trip to
B. S. every word Governor Andrew said, but
( :burches have new pastors, Rev.
Saturday and defeated the Bucktield
MarsMr
visited
where
as the occasion was one in
they
Grammar School team in a lively game. Andover,
lideout of Norway being'the veteran in inasmuch
ton's relatives and went on a fishing
which people of all varieties of political
As this is the first time for the season
^ term of service of nearly twenty-one
cared for
to participate (the comhave been trip. Their two children were
that the Bucktield boys
rears.
The discussions were participat- belief were
their grandmother, Mrs. H. \. Bacon.
made the preparations for
if! in with vigor and showed no lack of mittee which
beaten, it is expected that tbe return by
as one of its
Mr. Frank L. Willis recently purin our churches regarding the tbe celebration, including
nterest
game to be played at Paris Hill next
chased a handsome Reo automobile of
members Henry D. E. Hutchins, who,
rital questions of the day.
Saturday will be an interesting contest
of Bethel.
as already stated, took such offence at
The young men announce that they Herrick Bros,
Miss Leona Penley, who recently went
Governor Andrew's utterances that he
will give a dance at Academy Hall next
Bethel.
West
General
Maine
to the Central
Hospital
left the church while the Governor was
Saturday evening.
"March is a trumpet flower,
Lewiston for an operation for apit would seem that politics—
speaking),
The sixty-fourth annual session of the at
Ami April a crocus wild;
as making a good
of so radical a kind ae
politics
especially
Oxford Association of Universalists will pendicitis, is reported
Mar is a harebell slender,
those of Governor Andrew—should not
With clear blue eyes of a child.
be held with the church in this village
^ Maxlm o{ South Paris
have been so aggressively introduced as
on Wednesday and Thursday of next
a
tulip,
"July U the cup ofand
here last week finishing off a room
to mar tbe harmony and good feeling ol
crimson meet,
Where the gold
week, June 24th and 25th. The pro- was
And August a tiger Illy,
to be used in his grocery business, which
the occasion.
gramme includes addresses by some of
to warrant
Tawny with passion and heat;
Very few of those who had parts in
the ablest men of the denomination, Rev. has proved successful enough
store
WMt Paria.
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Rev. L. K. McD. D
The Paris Hill
Kinney and others.
parish will provide lodgings and breakfast.
Dinners and suppers will be served at Academy Hall at nominal prices.
A meeting of the ladies interested in arrangements for entertainment, etc will
be held at the Universalist church Tuesday afternoon at three o'clock.
Mrs. Mary B. Carter arrived last week
from Montclair, N. J., at her summer
home heret The Misses Carter will come
a little later.
The work of making very much needed
repairs upon the Paris Hill end of the
South Paris road is progressing well
under charge of II. P. Hammond.
The summer store in the post office
building, run for several years by F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co., will be conducted this
year by Benjamin S. Doe. He is running the store on his own accouut, but
will have his ice cream and other supplies from Shurtletf Λ Co.
I. P.

Coddington,

Greenwood.
When the temperature is up to blood
heat a pail of ice water standing near by
is rather a good thing to have, and there
is where it was more than once this
week. But it is boostiug the strawberries and the kids have already brought
in red ones.
There has been no rain eince a week
ago last Monday, so that it is getting
dry, and a refreshing rain would now be
in order.
Miss Ethel Wood is, who has been at
work for Mrs. Arthur Tracy several
weeks, visited at tbe Bennett place last
Saturday and returned the following
day. She reported Mrs. Tracy as still
\ery poorly, but slowly convalescing.
Thanks to the friend who sent us the
picture book, entitled Minneapolis of
To-day. It is a small pamphlet, containing 30 odd leaves, but no pages marked,
and full of as fine photographs of buildings and scenery as ever came under our
notice. These pictures, accompanied by
the statistics, give one a good idei of
the growth of that city within a few
decades. And while viewing the photographs we could not help thinking what
improvements have been made in that
line art when nearly all pictures were
made on wood and cut by hand with a

graver within our memory.
Also to Mrs. E. C. Ford of Yarmouth,
for a late copy of Zion's Advocate.
While the paper containe much valuable
matter, the sermon by Rev. James I.
Vance is highly interesting on account
of the novelty of tbe text which reads:
Thou hast made him but little lower than
God. Ps. 8:5. Then the author goes on
to explain and says: Thia is the translation of the Hebrew text as found in the
American Revised Version. The translation is correct, but its audacity is striking. At last the translators have had
the courage to put into Englieh just what
the Hebrow says. There seems to be
qaite a contrast of opinion between the
psalmist and Darwin, in regard to the
origin of man, and which is correct is an

open question.
Lying at our elbow ia a copy of The
World's Crisis, bearing the date of July
4, 1894. The first page has a threecolumn article, entitled, Tbe Anarchist's
Dagger, and here is the opening paragraph: Since the assassination of President Gartield the world has not been so
shocked as by the cold-blooded, carefully
planned murder of M. Carnot, president
of the Republic of France, which was
perpetrated at Lyons, June 25th. The
leading incidents have always been retained in our memory, but bad forgotten
when the dastardly act was committed.
The report comes from the hospital
that Elmer Cole is doing well, and the
will be
prospect now is that his
mostly and perhaps wholly restored.
But the wonder is how be escaped with
his life, to say nothing of tbe other men
who were standing near by.

eyesight

North

Waterford.

Harry Morey picked ripe strawberries
June 7th.
Xancy Stone has gone home from her
visit at Harry Brown'·.
The third and fourth degrees were
conferred on two candidates Friday evening in the Waterford Grange, followed

by a

harvest supper.
Cora Scribner is done working at Harry Brown's.
Our road commissioner, Herbert Whitcomb, repaired the water courses and
Here and There.
other bad places on the stage road reThe contest is perpetual between big cently, which is greatly appreciated by
those who have to pass daily. We only
guns and armor plate. Just at preseut
the armor seems to be it. The recent hope he will again visit ua as soon as
and "mend our ways" as he
experiments on the monitor Florida, convenient
where the turret was not disabled by thioks we rightfully deserve.
heavy «hots tired at short range under
Oca nark.
the most favorable circumstance·, are
regarded as satisfactory in their showMr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray are spending. It is therefore in order now to be- ing a short vacation in Portland.
gin making bigger guns and heavier proBall game between South Bridgton
jectile·.
and Denmark ball clubs resulted in favor
of Denmark 25 to β.
This is the week of the Republican
The Sunday School social Wednesday
national convention at Chicago, at which evening at Grange Hall was a success In
the next president of the United >ute·
every way.
will t« nominated a large man ia more
Silver Lodge, No. IV, E. D., I. Ο. O. P.,
than one sense, by the nam· of William added another meuber to its ranks
H. Taft.
Thursday evening. Ice cream and cake
were served.
The annual meeting of the CongreOxford Countν will go lu Bangor with
"W" for Fernald as tt went to l<ewt*toa gational church will be held Saturday,
with -i for Swaeey. though there won t .lune 30th.
Mr. Wentworth, the oldest citizen of
be quite so mack red Are as there ·ι· in
the support of oar owa Swaeey. The this place, died Sunday morning at the
choice of delegate· to the Republican age of W.
Mr. Paltoa Hartford died la Portland
•tale convention is now complete for the
Sunday, and was brought bar· tot hartal.
oooaty, aad tbej are all lor oratte*.

increased accommodations. This
"But June is the rose of the world.
Precious and glowing and sweet I"
is 12 feet wide, the length being the enmill.
A
his
tire width of
large grain
"Over all the summer firmness
large front window has been put in and
In the golden afternoon,
a new walk will be built from the end of
And o'er the tender rareness
the bridge walk to the store door.
^mlle the radiant skies of June;
Mrs Fannie Young, a former resident
While overhead In willow boughs,
The robins'joyful staging
here and mother of Mrs. J. H. Barrows,
like notes from angels' harps
Seems
"
of Bethel, was here two or throe days
Their way to heaven winging
last week visiting Mrs. Ο. K. \ateeand
The warmth needed in May is with us
calling on old friends.
I η June.
The fire company have tested their
Eggs are 17 cents per dozen and dairy
1000 feet of new hose attached to the
^
rntter 22 cents per pound.
ManuParis
the
at
eteam
powerful
pump
Mrs. E. J. Bell and Delia Tyler are in
facturing Co.'s factory and are much eeble health.
gratified to find that it will throw water
J. P. Eastman and son Charles are
over any of the houses in the center of
^ iere from Massachusetts.
the village.
„
George Rolfe is doing some carpentry
There was a dance at Dunham's hall
vork and paiuting for Mrs. Sarah W.
last Friday evening.
iirown.
The price of potatoes suddenly dettryanrs κοπα.
fined ten cents per bushel, selling now
Mrs. Loanza Mountfort hati rented a it 00 cents.
Mies Mina Tyler has left the Dennison
part of her house to Wallace Whitman.
Mrs. Abner D. Bryant and daughter itore and gone to her home to assist her
Edith of Kreeport are visiting Mrs. nother.
Emily J. Felt.
Four teams are hauling lumber from
Andrew Hill and A. P. Buwker have Albany to this village for the Paris
week.
list
this
sick
on
the
been
Manufacturing Co.
The funeral of Mrs. Diantha II. EdBut little change ie seen in the condiwards, who died at the Lewiston hoe- { ion of S. W. Potter, J. B. Murphy and
here
was
held
afternoon,
pital Monday
Umon Tyler.
at the Baptist church Wednesday, the
Sewell J. Walker of Rumford Falls
service being conducted by Rev. C. A. risited his brother Horace and family
Brooks of Norway. Mrs. Edwards was ast week.
our town, born Feb. 10,
a native of
Miss Marian Morrill is the new clerk
1837, the seventh child of Capt. Jona- j η the H. W. Dennison store, and an
She
than and Abagail (Whitman) Cole.
issietant in the post office.
married Eben T. Cole of Greenwood, by
Misses Gladys Morrill and Eva Glines
whom she had one child, Melrose Ε., | iave
employment in the poit card house
who survives her. Mr. Cole died early ( if Wbitten & Dennison during school
in the sixties and later ehe married 'acation.
William Edwards of Oxford. Two sisMrs. Mary Ellen Tyler, after visiting
ters survive her, Mrs. Lucy Chase and , elatives and friends here for two weeks,
Miss Louisa Cole of this village.
eturned to her home in Dixfield WedHoratio Wheeler aod wife of Gorham ,
lesday.
were at Frank Cushman's Wednesday.
Two of our ball players, Fred and
West Sumner.
James Farnum, are playing on the West
At a recent meeting of Wm. A. BarI'aris teem this season, as no club has
1 owe Corps at West Sumner the day of
been organized in town. They are good
neeting was changed from the first and
men and can be relied upon in a game.
bird Saturdays in the month to the first
The
buildings of Thomas Green, 1 ,nd third Tuesdays.
known as the Judkins place, situated on
Mrs. James Buck was taken suddenly
town line hill in Greenwood, were deery ill last Tuesday. Dr. Wheeler was
stroyed by fire at one o'clock Saturday ! mmediately
summoned by telephone.
morning. Very little of value was sav- J The doctor thought there was danger of
ed. The fire was caused by a defective meumonia. At this
writing her con'
chimney. The loss is estimated at $1200, 1 lition is much improved.
insured for $700.
Λ
Miss Josephine King, who is teaching
a the village of West Sumner, went to
Wilson's Mills.
Luburn Wednesday to attend graduMrs. Edgar Brooks has gone to Porttion ezercieos.
the
who
is
in
with
her
husband
land
Geo. E. Pulsifer went to Lewiston
hospital.
Vednesday to consult a specialist. Mr.
Mrs. W. H. Hart has been very sick at
'ulsifer's throat is not much better.
in
her sister's, Mrs. Fred Taylor's,
Bernice Record of Buckfield was the
sisand
her
children
three
Her
Newry.
uest of her aunt, Mrs. W. E. Lothrop,
ter have returned home. Her daughter,
priday.
Mrs. Nason, is caring for ber.
Mr. Geo. Clark went to Auburn Sat·
Leslie Hart and wife bave come down
returning the same day. Mr.
rday,
from Parmachenee and will carry on the
Marie went there to consult an oculist,
home place.
ilthough his eyes are very much better
Millie Storey, also Cecil and Pearl
e is not yet able to read.
at
are
brother
Bennett and their
Clinton,
Mrs. D. D. Small and little daughters
home for their summer vacation.
lildred and Rachel have gone to South
H. G. Bennett, our road surveyor, has
'aris to spend a week visiting friends
ι crew at work on the road.
nd relatives. Mrs. H. S. Robertson is
eeping house for her.
Norway Lake.
Lynn Parrar has returned from a fîahMr. and Mrs. Thomas Burns are visitag trip to Lake Richardson.
Fletcher Parlin and Maurice Noyes
ng at W. O. Perry's. It was Mrs.
in town last week calling on
Burns' home before marriage.
rere
The Norway Lake Woman's Club met
riends.
with Mrs. Horace Perry June 11th.
At a Republican caucus held at West
umner Friday, the 5th, T. B. W. StetMrs. Cotton and Mrs. Bicknell of NorDD
of Ilartford was nominated repreway met with us.
Several from this place attended the
entative to the legislature.
nidsummer federation meeting at the
D. D. Small has had some hardwood
Hey wood Club house at Crockett Ridge, oors laid in his house and has also had
[t was a very pleasant occasion.
Singling done and other repairs made,
School closed here June,tith. A pleasred Wing and Calvin Buck did the
int term.
rork. They are now at work for StetMrs. Lydia Titcomb visited at C. A.
an Tuell.
flint's June 7th.
Mr. and Mrs. Stetson Tuell went to
Miss Lucy Hall of Norway visited at
bethel last week to be present at the
David Flood's recently.
raduation of their daughter Emily
One of our mail carrière
passed rom Gould Academy. Miss Emily rereirned home with her parents.
;hrough the place on a motor cycle
cently. The noise it made was someof
a
a
train
like
cars,
gasoline
:hing
North Paria.
»ngine and a runabout automobile comMr. Richmond Gowell of Mlnot is
bined. When this is used the patrons
Isiting hia cousin, A. T. Hollis, and
will know the mail has arrived.
East Waterford.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Johnson are visiting
town.
The party from Four Ponds returned
η the best of spirits, having had unisually good luck. Fred Sanford of
$kelton, Conn., one of the party, spent
Sunday with J. E. Mclntire.
Mr. and Mr·. Geo. W. Richardson of
Greenwood helped to make a dinner
jarty of ten at which was served a six;>ound trout.
Mr. and Mr·. Will Robbins returned to
.Connecticut Tuesday.
Monday J. Ε Mclntire took his slater,
lira. Maria Washburn, to Lewiston to be
He got Carl
ι reated for rheumatism.
3rown to take them in his auto.
Grace Wallace of Norway Center visitMi her cousin, Merlon Young, and wife,
ut week.
W. II. Chadbourne'· little boy Philip,
vho was operated on for appendicitis,
•as able to eat with the family for the
ι irst time Wednesday.
B. G. Mclntire went to Pittsfleld on
1 >u«iness Monday, returning Wednesday,
Misa Lyde M. Green, who has been
ι itayiag with her sister, Mrs. Herbert
Ar'alker, of this place, was united in
nam age to Mr. Fred H. Johnson of
tfaterford, at Bridgton Wednesday, the
0th
Ο. Mclntire and daughter ι
Mrs Β
] Lathi·— are at Norway tor two day·.
η

imily.

Mrs. Maud Wescott of Portland is
φ rith her parents, Mr. and Mr·. M. D.
g oss, for the summer.
Alice Welch of Massachusetts is at
v 'ork for Mrs. R. B. Nevers.
F. A. Littlehale has had a telephone
ut in on the Curtis Hill line.
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow spent Tuesay with Mr. and Mrs. Moses Dow of
y Pest Sumner.
Mrs. H. D. McAlister and two children
, isited at
Buokfield a day or two re-

ently.

of Dorcbeater,
Charles Field
lasa., who is spending the summer at
^ Ifest Paria, and hia daughter, Mrs. Cora
^ loss, of Leominster, Mas·., called on F.
j L Gowell ant* family and X. E. Field
ad family recently.
I

Mr.

Mason.

Frank Mill· haa returned to Norway,
i .fter working for a while here be haa a
j< >b there.
Fred Lovejoy and a friend were In
Haven't
t< >wn and tried the flahing.
h card what luck.
O. G. Maaon of Soath Paria was in
t >wn visiting relative· and frienda the
β rat of the week.
Douglas Cuehing la at work peeling
He baa Jamea Weatleigh
Ρ nip timber.
b elping bin.
Κ. H. Morrill and wife have go·· to
I aria tad Norway for a few days' visit.

the exercises of that centennial celebration are now living, two of them be
ing all whom the writer recalls as still
alive, viz. : Henry Hyde Smith, then ol
Fryeburg, but now of Hyde Parle, Mane.,
with an office in tbe Old South Builffing,
204 Washington Street and 10 Milk Street,
Boston, and Kate Putnam Osgood,
then of Fryeburg, but now of 54 Worces
ter Street, Boston. (Mr. Smith read the
letters which Jacob McGaw, Levi Lincoln and Nathaniel S. Benton, invited
guests unable to be present, wrote in
response to tbe invitations sent them
and which are printed on pages 51 to 51
of the pamphlet mentioned above, anc
Miss Osgood wrote an ode which wat
sung at the celebration and which if
printed on pages 5-6 of the pamphlet.)
It may be added in conclusion that
the Oxford Democrat of Friday, Sept.
4, 1863, contained an account of thai
centennial celebration from tbe pen ol
the late William B. Lapbam, which
covered the newspaper's entire first
page and two or three inches of tbe
first column of its second page, but the
Democrat was then of much smaller size
than it now is, the width of its paget
then being only 15 1-2 inches (enough
for only six columns) as against a present width of 22 1-4 inches (enough foi
nine columns) and the length of itf
pages then being only 22 inches as
against a present length of 27 inches.
That account which the Democrat had
of the celebration states that the late
Ex-Governor John Winchester Dana declined to serve as presiding officor of tbe
day, tbe reason he assigned for hie
declination being that he might heai
what would be obnoxious to him.
The "Magazine Supplement" of the
Boston Globe of Sunday; June 7, has an
article of some two-thirds of a column
in length on Miss Anna Barrows and
her work ae a teachor of culinary and
household science, a picture of her accompanying the article. Miss Barrows'
birthday is the same day of the month
(May 24) as that of the late Queen Victoria.

East Sumner.
Eastman and Rev. S. C. Eaton
attended the Congregational conference
at Bethel last week.
S. Robinson and L. B. Ueald attended
the G. A. R. encampment at Auburn
last week.
S. C. Heald and wife returned from a
trip to Massachusetts on Wednesday
afternoon.
Next week "Slocum" will make his
annual trip to the Rangeley Lakes fishing for items and big fish lies.
It looks more and more as though this
W. H.

Byron.
exciting time occurred at John
Houghton's recently when s Urge beer
attacked and killed one of hi· best iheep

BuckfMd.
Childa

over

A very

Lowe of
of C. S.

Mr. and Mit. Pre·ton C.
Rumford Fall· were guests

Sunday.

Miss Bessie Stanton of Mechanic Falls
spent Sunday with her aunt, Mrs. 0. E.
Waite.

Mrs. R. M. Cole of South Portland and
her daughter, Mrs. Dr. W. B. Moulton,
of Portland, have been guests of Miss
Lizzie Allen for the put week.
Edgar W. Vose of Lynn, Mass., has
been

borne.

spending

a

few

days

at his old

Nezinscofc Lodge, I. Ο. O. F., worked
the third degree on three candidates
Saturday night. A banquet followed
the work. About eighty were present
with representatives from five different

lodges.

Thomas

DeCoster

is

at home from

Bethel where he graduated from Gould
Academy last week.
George Graham occupied the Baptist

pulpit Sunday

Mr. Graham is

duskeag.

place of his brother.
now preaching at Ken-

in

Peru.

enjoyed by

Mrs. M. F. Robinson went to Farmington this week to the graduation of her
President and Urs. Roberts of Water- daughter Ethel.
Mr. M. H. Babb has been at work on
ville were in town a day last week.
Mrs. Percival Bonney, we understand, the road at Dixâeld.
Miss Grace Packard returned to her
is here for commencement.
Dr. Roberts of Block Island preached home at Dixfleld Centre last Sunday.
Miss Pearl Miller is working for M. F.
here Sunday.
Mrs. Dr. Sturtevant of Dixfield has Robinson.
been visiting at Fred Sturtevant's.
Lovell.
Mrs. H. A Cusbman has been in AuRev. F. H. Reeves of this town, Rev.
burn for a few days.
Prtff. Henry Bearce of the University W. C. Baker of Fryeburg and C. K.
of Maine is at home for the summer va- Chapman and D. H. Woodbury attended
the June session of Union Congregacation.
Miel Alice Bearce is at home from tional Conference at Otisfield, Spurr's
Comer, Thursday and Friday.
Lawrence, Mass.
Misses Mary and Lilla Pray, who reMrs. A. M. Richardson and Mrs. Levi
have
Merrill went to Auburn to attend the cently sold their house here,
W. R. C. convention this week.
bought a place at Brownfleld village, and
Cordelia Everett, who bas been sick moved there the present week, their
for a few weeks, passed away Sunday goods being taken down by Ν. T. Fox's
night. The funeral was Wednesday teams.
Ν. T. Fox and wife and H. S. Kimball
afternoon at the house. Mrs. Everett
was one of our oldest residents, 81, and and wife went to Portland with Carl
has always been an active woman in all Brown by automobile Friday.
The family of Percival Chubb of New
good works, living up to her profession
in every way and will be greatly missed. York came to their summer home here
Rev. H. B. Marshall of Northport, N. Friday.
Dr. C. E. Cragin and wife of Portland
EL, was here to bis sister's funeral.
are stopping at Brown's camps for a
time.
short
Locke's Mills.
J. H. Walker and family are in Portin
was
Rev. Mr. Banghart of Bethel
land for a few days.
the village Tuesday and Wednesday
Ε. N. Fox is up from Portland
making calls.
McAllister and wife are here at
Virgil
of
Ordell
of
The engagement
Bryant
G. P. McAllister's for a week.
this place and Abbie Osgood of Lewiston
is announced.
Albany.
Miss Rena George is at home on her
W. A. Bratf?. of the Grand Union Tea
vacation.
town last week.
Mrs. Alice Farrington and Mrs. Mabel Co., was in
A special grange meeting Saturday,
Farrington were at Bryant's Pond WedJune 13th. More about it next week.
nesday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
There will be a dance at the town
Diantba Edwards, a former resident of
June 20th.
that place. Mrs. Edwards bad been in house Saturday evening,
and Ruth Beckler have been ill
Philip
in
died
and
time
for
a
health
long
poor
but are
the hospital In Lewiston,
Monday, with the measles held aimproving.
cancus at the
The Republicans
June 8.
Jane 10th. W. I. Beckler
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Grant were in town house
to South Paris and F. G. Sloa»goes
Lewiston Wednesday. Mr. Grant has goes
to Bangor.
recently purchased a motor boat.
Thomas Poole's children are ill witii
Children's Day was observed at Franklin Grange Saturday, Jane 0. Mrs. whooping cough.
Abbie Trask, Mrs. Mary Bartlett and
West BuckflcM.
Rutbie Stowell went down from here.
Miss Mattie El wood has been at home
Mont Abbott has moved bis family infrom Hackett's Mills.
to the Virgin house at Walker's Mills.
Frank Foster, wife and little son Joel
Miss Jennie Coffin of Mechanic Falls
were in Hebron Sunday at the home of
Is visiting relatives here.
Mr. George Benvie, who has been their daughter, Mrs. F. A. Cooper.
Mrs. D. W. Emery and two children
itupping at O. P. Farrington'·, returned
to his borne in Danvers, Mas·., last were at Mrs. Emma Bonney'a Sunday.
A. L. Gatchell and family of Turner
week.
W. L. Johnson has returned from were at Will Fogg's Sunday. Mr. and
Rnmford Falls, where he has been at Mrs. John Smith and baby, Mr. and Mrs.
John Flagg and children and Mrs. Joe
irork.
Addison Bryant and Atel Bryant are Cummings and children were also there.
Mn. William Dann I· at work for
on I. A. Cusbtnan's
Hebron.

Mr·. Jerry Crowe at Buckûeld.

COATS AND SUITS.
Great Sale.
this
of
share
get your

opportunity

Don't fail

to save money on

to

SUITS.

AND

COATS

Bring as long as the bear was in
He finally escaped, leaving a
trail of blood.
A. S. Young with his sons, Clarence
This is a sale that is looked forward to by many, because they know
and Charles, visited in town recently.
than elsewhere, so be sure and come
They are on a fishing trip to the lakes Nt can and do give greater
and will return to their homes in West
else
1
and
someone
don't let
get the Suit or Coat that you want.
Minot and Mechanic Falls Saturday of
to
select from.
a
assortment
have
choice
still
week.
iVe
this
George A. Taylor, who is at work at
West Paris, visited friends in towu lately.
vent extending around ne< k, trimmed
He also went to see bis brother John at ι iERGE SUITS, garnet and brown, semiwith silk braid and button*, white
South Rangeley.
fitted eatin lined jacket with pockets,
up the

bargains

îarly,

plaited akirt with

Eut Bethel.
C. M. Kimball has had his house

reshingled.

guests

busy hoeing.

A great

sight.

ard during this week.
Chauncey Farnham died Monday,
June 8th, after a long illness. His
There will be a meeting of the Buck
field Village Corporation to vote on the funeral was held on Tuesday, Rev. Mr.
question of lighting the streets at the Newport officiating. He leaves a widow
school house Saturday afternoon at two and one daughter.
Born June tith, to the wife of Lendall
o'clock. All interested should attend
this meeting as the need of lights is felt Dunn, a son.
A large delegation from T. A. Roberts
by all who traverse our streets after
Post and Corp.* attendrd the Grand
dark.
Frank Allen of West Minot was in Army Encampment at Lewiston.
Mrs. George Andrews of Portland is
town Friday with his sister, Miss Lizzie
Allen.
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. William Jackson is visiting at
More of Early Days In Hartford.
Mrs. C. F. Giles'.
I well remember ray grandfather and
Mrs. 0. H. flersey of Portland spent
They were smart old
last week with her mother, Mrs. Berry, grandmother.
and friends in the village, returning people, though I think my grandmother
The
was the smarter man of the two.
home Friday morning.
Mr. Case Conover and wife are spend- old gentleman was a Revolutionary pencame
when old Squire Blake
ing a week at Hotel Long. Mr. Con- sioner, and
I looked with
over was employed here thirty-eight around to fix the papers,
to see the big round silver dolyears ago by Richard Dorman as a big eyes
out, and wonderwheelwright. Hie home is now in New lars that Were counted
ed if I should ever be a pensioner.
Jersey.
After the money was safely deposited
Brownfleld.
in the old heart case, my grandmother
W. N. Hubbard, formerly a resident of called for the old mare, and had a grist
old mare's
this town, now a messenger in the of corn or rye strapped to the
of saddlebags. Then
capitol, Washington, D. C., is visiting back, and a pair
she got on to the horse block, and from
friends in this village.
and started
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Bean celebrated there on the old mare's back
their sixty-second wedding anniversary for Buckfield. The grist she carried to
this woek Monday. Mrs. Bean is 88 Mr. Spaulding's mill. Mr. Spaulding
said he was very glad to see her. She
years old, Mr. Bean 8θ. A few guests
said nodoubt of that, and with a twinkle
were present.
and
Dr. Fitch has had his buildings newly in her eye told him to take the toll
give her the grist, not take the grist and
painted.
Miss Fannie Blake is at Mr. Albert give her the toll.
Then she would go to Squire Loring's
Blake's.
invested
The Universalist Circle gave a prome- store and du her trading. She
nade social Wednesday evening at town in goods nearly enough to fill her sadhall. Ice cream and cake were served to dlebags, but always loft room enough
for the main thing, and that was a big
a large crowd.
the
Ernest L. Frink of Portland spent a loaf of white eugar. It was about
shape of Bunker Hill monument. Then
day at his old home recently.
hammer and
Edgar Wentworth, Jr., has gone to a she got out the old shoe
Portland hospital to be operated upon proceeded to pound it up into suitable
junks. I watched the operation, and if
for appendicitis.
was»
Miss Lena Perkins is at home from any scatterings fell on the lloor I
to lick them up. "Now," she
also
a
few
for
ready
Ν.
H„
days,
Conway,
would say, "Billy, if you will be a good
Mattie Wentworth.
Mrs. Breslin is occupying her cottage, boy I will give you a lump, but you
musn't ask me for any more." Then I
the Retreat.
went into the field with my grandfather
East Brownfleld.
and told him about it. He said probthe
The W. C. T. U. was entertained by ably I would be a good boy till
sugar was gone.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney last Friday.
Old Elder Hutchinson, our nearest
The William C. Leavitts of Portland
and
have
opened their summer homo, neighbor, had a very heavy voice,
was a "hardshell Baptist."
My grand"Clovercrest."
wicked
Uni
those
one
of
Rev. Mr. Albion occupied the Congre- father was
versalists. The Elder used to invite my
gational pulpit June 7 and 14.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Stickney are guests grandfather to hear him preach. "What
is the use of going to hear you preach?
at the Stickney home.
The meeting is only a mile away. I can
π tram.
hear you from home."
When I was about six yeaie old I had
Lieut. John W. Ilubbard, messenger ol
U. S. House of Representatives, has a brand new suit of clothes. My grandand
joined his family, and is pleasantly father said if I would behavetomyself
Buckfield
situated at Barker Pond, at the summer not be sassy, I might go
to
used
inquire
cottage of hie son-in-law, Mr. Arthur W. with him some time. I
in a roundabout way when some time
Sadler.
he
when
said
He
would
come.
got
Mr. Jesse S. demons has sold his
house and land adjacent to Mrs. Richard ready. Very soon I had orders to get
of
in
his
new
He
the
on
grist
to
the
got
remove
togs.
Parker. Mr. Clemons will
corn
and rye, and two jugs, one for
Fred R. Bean stand at Hiram village.
At the Republican caucus on June Sth molasses, the other for rum. These jugs
Mr. Henry W. Merrill was chosen chair- were put in boxes, and hay put around
to keep them from breaking.
man, and Mr. Henry N. Burbank secre- them
We had to go through a pair of bars
Messrs. Henry W. Merrill, Harry
tary.
P. Young and Charles R. Bean were to get to the house. When he got out
chosen delegates to the state convention to take oui the bare he led the old mare
and instructed to vote for Hon. Bert M. through. I thought I would try the
Fornald as a candidate for Governor. reins a little. Somehow I got hold of
Hon. Almon Young, Henry N. Burbank the rein so as to cause the wagon to turn
and Carroll S. Milliken were chosen dele- just enough to dump the boxes out, and
away wont rum and molasses all togates to the county convention.
Hon. Almon Young has returned from gether.
My grandfather hollered "Whoa!"
a visit to his daughters, Mrs. Geo. W.
Clifford and Miss Daisy X. Young, at enough to raise the dead. Then lie
said, "Bill, did you touch the mare".'" I
Avon, Mass.
of Boston is said, "No, sir." "I don't think I did,"
Miss Ethel Chapman
boarding at £li C. Wadsworth's for the says he "If I thought you did I would
I said I was sorry the
tan your skin."
summer months.
Mr. Loring Sawyer of Maplewood, molasses was gone. He said he didn't
Mass., is visiting his father-in-law, Mr. care about the molasses, but there wax
two quarts of good West India rum gone
James H. Ridlon.
Ou June 11th we noticed Mr. Ellas to the devil.

Gould, aged 04, busily at work sawing
wood, and Mr. Geo. W. Osgood, aged 88,

MARKED DOWN

the bear as he was buey with the sheep
and opened fire. The bear left the sheep
and made for the woods. Freeland kept

Prof. W. S. Wight visited relatives
Rev. Mr. Owen spoke at the Μ. Ε
church Sunday evening in the interests here last week.
Mies Agnes Howe, from Waltham,
of the Anti-Saloon League.
Deputy Sheriff Shaw is receiving con- Mass., is visiting relatives here.the winter
Mr. N. F. Swan, who passed
gratulations on the arrival of a nine and
one-half pound boy in bis family Mon- in Washington, D. C., has returned to
his home here.
day morning.
Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett has gone to the
Maurice W. Foreter of Dixfield was
for
calling on friends in town Monday, June Maine General Hospital, Portland,
treatment.
8th.
Mr. H. F. Bartlett has beeD doing
Several of the G. A. R. men of this
town attended the State Encampment at mason work for Uerrick Brothers at
Bethel village.
Auburn Wednesday and Thursday.
Miss Florence ^killings and pupils are
Mrs. W. M. Ricker has been visiting
friends in Auburn and Lewiston this preparing for a fair, entertainment, supweek.
per and dance, to be held at Grange Hall,
A few members of the Baptist church June 25.
Mr. Samuel Mayconnell has purchased
attended the quarterly meeting of the
Oxford Association held at Tamer Wed- the farm adjoining his, recently occupied
by Mr. and Mrs. James Mayconnell.
nesday and Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark of Norway have
Oxford.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Packbeen

Rockemeka Grange held its anniverwas a Pernald and Taft year.
sary ball Jume 10 with a large attendOur own "John P." is almost sighting ance.
They served a cold meat supper.
Capitol Hill and is sure to get there.
all.
It was

making repairs
[wildings at South Bfthel.

in hie pasture near bis bouse in broad
daylight. Freeland Abbott seized his
rifle and walked up within a few rods of

now

Death Here, Life There.

Stalk·· <lrea>l 'teath, the god of terror,
Walks beside us down the years,
Λη<1 the souls that worship error
Bind* In chains of slavish fears.
Whon we waken fresh from slumber,
Ami the world Is lying still,
Thoughts of death our spirits cumber,
Till we feel the lowland chill.
When the twllght shades descending
Call us to our nightly rest,
Ofttlme* thoughts of life's sure ending
Make transient trouble In the breast.
Yet we know on calm reflection
Naught without and naught within,
Of what nature, name, compluxlon,
Naught hath fearfulness but sin.

were

now

tlap jackets,

gored plaited skirt
were 915.00,

17

with two 4 inch folds,

now

with wide fold

$11.50.

FINE QUALITY CHIFFON PANAMA,
in brown, blue and black, handsomely
trimmed front and back and edged all

round with silk braid and buttons,
satin lined, extra full skirt with wide

folds,

were

$18.00,

now

$13.">0.

$19.00,

were

now

$15.00.

WORSTED SUITS, three button
cutaway jacket with pique vestee, tutin lining, extra full skirt with wide

( ;KEY

10.50.

INVISIBLE STRIPED CIIIFFON PANAMA, 4 button cutaway, buttoned

lined, 17 Rored nkirt
edged with silk braid,

"Skinner" satin

$10,

with fold, were $12.50,

plaited skjrt

fold,

wort

§18.00,

now

#12.50.

X)ATS, in $9.00 covert cloth, short coat,
fine quality, $«.50.
$4.98 prey mixture·, trimmed with straps, now $:',
$4 50 fancy stripe, now $3.50.
Lon#
silk rubber coats in p>aids, blue, black
and brown changeable, were *1»; >,
now #15.00. Long grey worsted
outs,
were *11.00, now $10.00.
$12.50 b. k
Panama, now $8.50.
ι JHILDREirS

INVISIBLE STRIPED PANAMA, fancy

COATS at

a

Norway, Maine.

Furnishings

Summer

Boys.

For Hen and

clothing.
new styles

This weather demands lighter
to buy is now, because all the

The timehere.

are

A little later the best will have been sorted out.
You'll find here all you need to make you comfortable.

Khaki Shirts

Khaki Trousers

made in two grades, with belt
loops and turn up culls,
$i and $1.50

Caps

Khaki

The correct shirt for outing

Belts.
75c and 50c

Overshirts.

shirts 50c

Boys'

ν

light weight n:t
coat style
sleeves, drawers knee lengt!
coolest

summer

k.
:

ti

■

underwear...

Neckwear.
We

arc

shipment

showing

now

of

tecent

a

nobby

patterns
from the manufacturers,

25c and 50c

Fancy

Soft shirts

to we:ir with collars, in light and
Soft
dark patterns, 50c and $1.
shirts with soft collars, 50c to $2.

Coat shirts $1.

it.

shirts made in

Our assortment of men's shirts is

each.

w

at.·

Β, V. D. Underwear

All kinds of belts in black and

unusually complete.

50c

made of

Golf cape of khaki to match shirts
and trousers,
50c

shades of tan,

qualities,

two

for

Hose

We make

men.

in

showing

a

strong

department.

this

Blues, blacks, browns, etc.. !:i
15c and .*50
fancy mixtures,

15c and 25c

Boys' hosiery,

Η. Β. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

Spring Specialties

CARPÎf"DEPARTMENT,
Lace Curtains.

ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c, 87 1-2C, $r.oo,
$1.25, 1.50, 2.35, 2.50, 3.00 and 3.50 per pair.

Couch and Table Covers

OF TAPESTRY, AT 50c, 75c, $i.oo, 1.50,
and 3.50 each.

1

75,

$3.00

Wall Papers.

PAPER IS NOW
OYER 7000
INSPECTION.

THE NEW LINE OF WALL
READY

FOR

ROLLS.

PRICE 5c to 35c per roll.

Carpets and Art Squares.

THE BEST LINES WE
IN ALL GRADES.
HAVE EVER SHOWN.
WE HAVE ONE OF

CALL AND SEE THEM.

Perishes, but leaves a sweetness
In Its sphere that cannot die;
Vanishes, but leaves completeness
That shall never fade nor fly.

N. Dayton Bolster &, Co,

Ah I the black eclipse Is bounded,
And quenches not the ray divine;
In the l>osom chastened, wounded,
'Twill forever sing and shine.

Hope

30 MARKET

John.

SOUTH

PARIS,

SQUARID,
ΜΔΙΝ0.

Resolutions.

Whereas, It ban pleased the Almighty
Master of the Universe to remove from
our midst our late sister, Eleanor Whitman. and
Whereas, It Is but just to her memory
that her many virtue· be recognized,
therefore be it
Resolved, That while Franklin Orange,
No. 124, P. of H., submits to the Inevitable lot of all mankind, the members
do not the less miss the sister who has
been taken from us.
Resolved, That in the death of our
sister the grange has lost a worthy member; the neighbors a true and trustworthy friend, and the town a loyal
citizen.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
spread upon our records as a memorial,
and a copy be sent to the Oxford Democrat for publication.
) Committee
A. Mont Chahk,
Anna V. Chase,
on
Jkmnik M. Coi.k, ) Resolutions.

J
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...

Warm

*

r.

co.

Days

a.

inrBTLErr

remind you of the

HAMMOCK

*

...

SEASON:

and when you think of HAMMOCKS you doubt 1cm
think of u· a· always having an extra tine line of
We now
This year is no exception.
these goods.
have ready for your inspection as fine a line of HAM·
MOCKS as you will find anywhere.

to 7.30 Each.
I 81.00
Of
the better the Hammock
the
course
more you pay
you get, but all are good value for the money. Come
in and see how much comfort you can get for a
little money.
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AT THE PHARMACY OF

THE WORLD'S BEST CLIMATE

is not entirely free from disease, on the
high elevations fevers prevail, while on
the lower levels malaria la encountered
to a greater or less extent, according to
altitude. To o/ercome climate affeclassitude,
tions,
malaria, jaundice,
biliousness, fever and ague, and general
debility, the most effective remedy is
Electric Bitters, the great alterative and
blood purifier; the antidote for every
form of bodily weakness, nervousness,
and insomnia. Sold under guarantee at
P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s drug store.

| Price 50c.

great .lis-

count.

JncMjmiUL!

Day by day and hour by hour,
Close beside us or afar,
PcrUhes a household flower,
Vanishes a pure, pale star.

romee smiling over sorrow,
Kalth looks up to prospects grand;
In the peace of God's to-morrow
We shall meet In Beulah land.

fold,

PANAMA SUITS, brown, blue and
black, mannish cut, with silk veetee,

Wm. Cushman.

In the ulght time's dusky valleys,
On the shining hills of day,
In the narrow sunless alleys,
Out upon the broail highway,

wide

17.60.
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Earle Kimball west to Bethel Friday I
to stay a few days.
Miss Hall of Bnckfitvd visited at
bert Dean's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Al>b>tt are
io Rumford, their former home.

A'-1 A

WELL

ATTENDED

MEETING

WITH

TRE VOTERS ALL OF THE SAME MI.VD.

visiting

j

Despite the hot and uncomfortable
Mis· Alma Hea'h of Gilead hu been I weather Tuesday evening, there was a
at
visiting
(weorge D. Robertson's during I pood attendance at the special corpora-

NORWAY

7;

wkst

pari»

Nevertheless and "however," Mr. InJ dagator,
had a middle name.

Burlingame

CnCBCBM.

3.

CURE THE CAUSE.

Jota'· Letter.

NOBWAY.

Base Ball.

Special Corporation Meeting.

I don't know what it was bat the firat
letter wit P. Along a boat the time that
10* A. M ; Sabbath Scbool,U «
Preston S. Brook· bruUllj beat Charles
C. *., 8nnd*y *τ·ηΐΒ«. eaOP·
Sumner the air waa (nil of Bnrlingame
ta,.7κ» P. M·; regular weekly Ρ*·Τ« "β"»1*·
and so waa the New York
Tribune,
which came to my father's house weekk M Sabbili Scnool, llfiO; T- r.C.O. meet- ly through all those tempestuous years,
and the initial P. usually attended the
full name or made it full. I remember
the P. as easily as the rest of it or as the
S. in Brooka' name.
Well, well! If he was not the happy
,
owner of a middle name he onght to have
been and P. is as good as Q. the whole
Prsa&M service. 10JJ A.
sunaay eTOU"*«
lî.-00 M. ; Prayer Meeting,
year round. I asked one of the old·
M., Wednesday evening. * 3°·
timers, who never forgets anything,
■TATBD ·ΚΒΤΙ*β·.
Capt. Charles Prince, to give the name
of the gentleman under consideration,
and he said Anson P. Burlingame, and
so you might as well put in print that
the Democrat and John are correct—as
usual.
The Captain kindly gave us a delightful ride in his auto up to the grange
meeting at North Buckfield. Quite a
good number were in attendance and a

Ια k game that wan well played by
Norway and also well played by WpsI
Parie after the Urst inning, Norway won
rather easily at the fair grounds Saturday afternoon. Thi· game, «like most ol
the games played here lately, wae threequarter* of an hour late in starting, and
it seem· as though this disagreeable
feature might be done away with by a
little effort on the part of the management. If the We«t Paris team cannol
arrive in time to start playing at 2:30,
why not call the games at 3:80 and start
tbem oo time?
West Paris started the game by filling
the bases with no one out, but Norway
got out of this hole with only one run
coming In. For Norway I. Pike struck
out, Bearce bunted and was safe on
Richardson's error, Price was safe on
Ridlon's error, Libby bunted and it was
evident that West Paris' yonng pitcher
wis nervous, as he again fumbled and
the bases were filled. Perkins laid
down a perfect bant which went as a
hit, and one run was scored. Ridlon
r*i« Of »Λ
lost a throw from the catcher and two
Lowell
the
crossed
runners
more
r-E«uu.
plate.
put a sacrifice fly to the out-field, and every
No. 12. »·*" "third rilday of* each
the fourth run of the inning came across Division.
M PS.. second
the plate.
West
Three hits in succession gave
^V, QatnrdlTK of (Acb mouth it Gr^ngrc
fourth
Saturday··«»
Paris one run in the second, and from
poet No M neets In
side
neither
seventh
the
this time until
on the first Tuesday Evening
g'. Λ. B.
two
the
Iu
was dangeroos.
seventh,
G. A.R. Hall. Monbases on balls, a hit, and a sacrifice gave
increased
and
one
run,
they
Lodge. No. 171. meets In
Norway
their lead by two runs in the eighth on New G. A.R. Hall, on the to* and third Wedhit,
an error by H. Rowe, LaFrance's
Paris Council.
and
and Jordan's double, the best hit of the
10, meets at G. a! R. Hall every Tuesday
game. Price's error and J. Farnura's «T>ï*p r _Elm Tree Colony. No. 199 meets
third hit gave West Paris their last run
evenings of each
second Mid
in the ninth.
While the playing was steady most of ®?τη η Ο C -Norway Commandery. No. 247.
second and fourth Thursday evening· of
the time, there were few plays out of BMU
the ordinary. F. Farnum covered a lot ear_h
castle. No. 2, meets In RyerJ Λ ôrorv Thursday
evening. September to
of ground around second and showed
*»»»
that he is as good as ever. Richardson
September.
was more effective than Jordan, but his
Dennis Pike bae shingled and repaired
own errors and lack of control at times
his place on Bridge Street.
were very expensive.
was formerly owned by George Walker.
The score:
Capt M. P. Stiles and Frank Kimball
NORWAY.
Cottage Street by cement
a b.
a. b.h. r.o. a. e.
in front of their buildings. A.
3
0
*
1
*
I Pike, s.b
1
0 W Walker & Son did the cement work.
0
0
11
1
3
Bearce. 1-b
4-1
10
S
Price, 2-b
Capt. J. W. Nash baa graded his lawn
«
1
3
Llbbv. Lf
and in other ways beautified his attract4
Perkins, c
\1 2 J2 3? 0ο
3
home place. He has now one of
Lowell, 3-b
4
LaFrance. c.f
the best places on Pleasant Street.
i
i
η
i
η
0
0
3
0
1
4
Jordan, ρ
Merton L. Kimball and company have
3
Walt, r.f
returned from Ketchum and report a
4
12
8
27
7
31
Totals
Plenty of
most pleasant fishing trip.
trout and a first class outrag.
WEST PARIS.
A.
K.
Α.Β R. B.H. P.O.
Stated convocation of Oxford Royal
0
0
1
3
5
1
J. Farnum, l.f
Arch Chapter, No. '29, was held
0
3
2
0
2
4
F. Farnum, 2 b
Masonic Hall Wednesday evening. June
0
0
0
0
1
4
YV Pike. 3 b
1
3 10
0
·.
0
Work. Mark, Past and Most Ex.
4
Rldlon. s.·
4
Shaw. 1-b
:
H. Beck has improved his
Frank
0
8
1
0
1
4
L. Rowe, C
of a wash plat0
1 earage by the addition
0
0
1
4
Η. Rowe, c.t
1 form
0
the north end of the buddings
1
1
4
Cookson. r.f.,
4
Richanleon, ρ
John Chase moved his store goods and
the week to Mechanic
6 fixtures the first of
11
24
10
3
Tola!-. .............37
He has occupied the store, corner
Score by Innings.
Main and
Bridge Streets, for some
12349678 9-Total.
m
Norway, .........4 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 x— 7
Inspector of steamboats, John R. Mc1 1000000 1—3
West Parts
of Addison, was in town ThursDonald,
TwoEarned runs, Norway 1 ; West Pari» 1.
over tbe lake boats.
First baie on ball·, off Jor- day looking
base lilt, Jordan.
The merry-go-round located onι the
Struck out, by Jordan
daû 1 ; off Richardson 3.
Left on bases, Norway 5; Clark lots near the fair grounds is doing
2; by Richardson 5
Weet Parle 8. Double play·, F. Farnum to Shaw
"
or at least
Sacrifice bits, a good business,
to L. Rowe, Shaw to F. Farnum.
in town.
Bearce, Lowell. Stolen base, J. Farnum. First oDinion of all the youngsters
m·
I
Weet Parle 2.
base on errors, Norwav
A delegation of between thirty and
pire, Never·. Scorer, Thayer.
forty members of the Norway Fire DeThe Base Ball Association was form- partment attended the morning semces
ed Wednesday evening and
following at the Baptist church Sunday, Special |
board of directors chosen: N. D. Bolwill be repeated by
ster, W. L. Gray, F. A. Shurtleff, A. C.
Wheeler. H. G. Fletcher, and S. F. the Oelrich Company at the Opera
Davis. Geo. A. Wilson, Jr., was chosen House on Friday evening, the 19th mat.
captain in the place of E. F. Clason, who Stearns' Orchestra. The first prenenta |
will be out of town most of the time. tion was a marked success.
Mrs. Horace Sanborn of Portland is
The manager will be selected ImmediateHerman L.
ly by the board of directors. It is ex- thn truest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Sanborn
pected that the team will be run on Home for two weeks.
about the same plan as that of last year. will be remembered as Minnie Durgin.
The water in the lake has been much
It will be composed wholly of local playThe
ers in whom every one is more or less in- hlcher this spring than for years.
the Kreat pressure on
terested. For the reason that a large alarm
been 8roundpart of the business men do not like to the dam is believed to have
leave their business long enough Satur- less. The old flume did show some
unsafe, but
day afternoons to go to the fair grounds, sinns it is said, of being
careful attention is now
the home games of the team will be played on the high echool grounds. Any ed safe. After the water reaches
who desire to play on the team should lnw water mark the dam will be care
deemed necesreport at the high school grounds two or fully examined and if then
three evenings this week for practice, as sary repaired. The old residentsι of the
it is probable that a game will be ar- town will remember the annual "dam
Several years ago part of the
Tuesday, alarm.
ranged for next Saturday.
Thursday and Friday will be the regular
Beuey W Greenleaf died at her I
practice nights of the team, weather
Main Street home in this
permitting.
She was born in Paris
«lav morning.
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FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGONY. I
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Fills

près-1
School,!

than

>

prices lower

at

have offered them for years.

we

SATURDAY,-the 13th,
we

placed

at 20c per

pieces Corset Cover Hamburg·
piece. THESE

counters 12

on our

yard.

1

lot Val. Lace at 50c per

ARE GREAT BARGAINS.
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large line of Hamburgs
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Attractions this Week.

Half of tbe sickness and suffering in
Paris comes from a weak stomach.
Core tbe cause by using Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets and be well and happy.

Even tbe most chronic cases yield to
the past week.
tion meeting when at a little past 7:30,
Ml-o-na. W. C. Worrell, connected with
Clerk Ε. X. Haskell called the meeting
the Lake Shore Railroad for year·, says:
Capt. F. C. Tribou and family opened
that*# LUTl HOCTH FA BIS
to order and read the warrant.
"For fifteen years I bad acnte stomach
; .w= eaet -J* Α.«..α*1ίτ;9Λ)Α.ΙΙ^ their cottage at Norway Lake last week
A
Walter L. Gray was chosen moderator,
trouble and nothing helped me.
>unlav.4 J3F. M..'i»lly.
for the summer.
'"
·' w«»t -9 30a.m.. tally; J«P.M„
and then Chairman Morton of the watei
friend recommended Mi-o-na and two
♦· «·· »·. w.-ι **■*?;
Mrs. Leon Swallow returned Thursday committee read the report of Civil Engiboxes entirely cured me."
of last week from a visit to her parents I neer ChasA, which was very satisfactory
CHUlCHli»
Cnre the cause of your suffering andl
in
the
that
to the voters and showed
Sherbrooke, Quebec.
probe well and happy.
Rev. A. T. Mcm0| mJ C
iTtV-'hln* κπ'Ιλ 10 « X. *:
water system when installed
If tbe stomach is weak and you bave
i
Miss Rose Murphy goes Wednesday to posed
! îl:4'i Α. *■; T. P. 9. C. Ε. 6Λ
;
would be a fine one. The report was
indigestion, flatulence, dizziness, head-1
Church Portland from which place she goea with
i .-tn'.r.c -ervl.-e 7:0υ f.
illustrated by three sets of plans, one of
ache, etc., get a 50-oent box of Mi-o-na
il nz Wednesday evenln* at Τ 3" I*. *. Capt. Ross and
family on a sea voyage. I the pipe system
from Coocper Spring
from F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
t therwlie connecte·!, are corilaly In
They give
,
the
Penley's Grove will not be open for Brook to the storage reservoir, one
an absolute guarantee to refund
Rev Τ Ν. Kewlev, Paetor
this summer—a case of killing I showing the piping of the village streets
m'.n* j'rayermeeting Ιό DO Α. M.. picnics
money unless Mi-o-na cures.
anthe
to
and
which further reference wil I with an entirely new system,
goose
t'^rv1ce 1> 43 a. m.; Sabl«ath School
">.··* rth Learae M ««tie κ β oo F. * ; be made later.
other plan which uses as much as possirfni We ! ne» lay evening 7 3D; c1m«
ble of the pipe· of the Norway Water
.·■
Kri 1st venln* 7 30.
Rev. J. Wallace Cheabro attended the
A red Irish setter, answers to
ΓπΡ Kev. J. Wallace Cbeebro,
,t
of
the
I
Oxford
meeting
quarterly
Baptist Company.
;n la?. preaching servie· 10 a a
Article 3 was ρ used without discusCollar marked "L.
■«.
name of Rona.
ιοί 1J * Y P. S. C. Κ «13 F Association at Turner la*t Wednetdav
ν
sion, the water committee being instructenjoyed.
very pleasant evening was
-«·ι:η< ■·*' F *
Wdnee-lay even and Thursday.
Inform
Bennett."
ed to meet the Norway Water Co. and
Scats free.
AU are
„r ^.-T*,e 7 ;■>'
the
into
were
initiated
mysteries
Eight
J E. Murch represented Joahua L. Ascertain the best terms that they would
of the third and fourth degrees. The
FRANK BENNETT,
Ί. Kev J 11. Lltt e. PMtor
..tv
< hamberiam Camp, Sons of Veterans, at I make for the sale of their pipes.
This
in the
as
was
manifest
interest
same
at
1»·
43
a
?ue
m
lay
eT.-ry
Paris, Maine.
Janlor t'aioe at S Ά the annual state encampment in Port-1 •a» largely a matter of form, as the
at 12 M.
times past. A prosperous grange and a
I At 7 F Β
Γ
water committee already knew on about
land last week.
growing·. We particularly enjoyed Mrs.
what grounds the Norway Company
• TATKD liniSM.
Ellis Whitman's reading, and also the
for
The June meeting of the Oxford
stood.
M.-l'art
rosy cheeked girl who chose to keep step
1.ο·'..·ί. Ν·"> <4. Kem'ar ciativn of I'niversalists will be held at
, \
Article 4, in regard to making
on the Howard A. Swan
Cnder
Grass
march.
with
us
in
Ζ * !»v τββίπί un or befui* fui' *οο·.
the
grand
l'aria Hill Wednesday and Thursday. I
11
f —M
odge. regular me·»application to the legislature fur an
There need be no doubt that the old
on Clifford Hill ; will sell all
•rer.iacof μ·ί· we«k.—A'irora June 24 and
amendment
to the corporation charter
to
be noticed by the young.
are
mi knt tfclrl Moo lay evening*
pleased
or in fields ; or will let the
The senior class of Paris High School to allow the corporation to install a
It doesn't always fall out that way, there
Communishares to cut.
same
on
-M
,ηιΓ.«ι»ΑΒ hbtkab Lodi(,S«· will bold their annual picnic Friday. I water system for tire and domestic purseems to be so little in common with
i"
fyurtC rrt'lsy· of eftcD
n
DurJun·· l'.»tb, at Gibson'· Grove. Besides! poses. A. W. Walker moved that the
June and November. However, there is cate with Howard A. Swan,
Fellow·' Hall.
_w
P'>»t. No. U«. tteetf the nember· of the claM, several guest· I corporation proceed in a legal manner
Κ K!t
a hardy plant that has withstood the ham, Ν. H., or L. S. Swan, South
r' ^atiirlay evening» of eats havt been invited.
make every effort to have the defrosts and the freezings of many a No- Paris, Me.
A R-11*11.
sired amendment granted. This motion
vember affection for the young from 1G
Kl"
c!rr.e. I.a*liée of Uie i» A.
Beginning with next Sunday evening, I was
-+i >.·■
tr'.rl ^aturlay evening· of
passed unanimously and without
down along, and what's the matter with
June aist, the evening services at the I
SHOVEL PLOWS.
|ΐ·ηι4 \rmi Hall.
discussion.
GO and up along? If time and age count
meet»
.* L. Chamberlain Camp
Baptist church will be one half hour
the
down your hoeing
The article which dealt with
Cut
paywhen
at
all
no
show
make
here,
they
; I Jt- lay evening·» of each month.
ater.
The C. E. S >ciety meets
fate snips the thread and the transfer is
Ρ
larsijfe. from May 1 to Oct. 1. and the evening prayer service will be I aient of the Norway Water Co. for
molda shovel
and
r. 1 thirl
the
next,
>atur>lay, Ί-artn*
brought
bydrant
made.
::.e year, meet· every saiorUy, to at 7:30.
Price
the
of
sut the most discussion
evening.
"Oar visions are baseless, our hopes but a gleam, board)
N. D. Bolster immediately moved that
Our staff but a reed, our life but a dream.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge have ac
and fourtn M on·lays of
,, r _.^ecoBi
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
Tben
O, let us look—let the prospect allurethe
with
settle
Norway
cepted an invitation to visit Harrison the corporation
To scenes that can fade not, to realms tbat en;■ _«iuny Brook Lodge, No. loi.
South Paris.
the
at
Λ
old
rate
at
ater
the
June
lnb.
Those!
Co.
proper
24-25
Lodge next Thursday,
dure;
\a l fourth We-lnea-lay evening*
To glories, to blessings, tbat triumph sublime
caring for transportation are asked to I time.
•r.u3tn.
NOTICE.
O'er tbe bllghtlngs of change ana the ruins of
.rr.Jn Lo<lge. No. 31. meew every leave their name at Shurtlefl's drug
Geo. R. Morton opposed this motion
The subscriber hereby rives notice that she'
time."
venin» *t Pytnlan Hall.
store before Wednesday so that it can I in the
ground that the Norway Co.
has been duly appointed executrix of tbe
John.
ivere not living up to their contract in
will an<l testament of
last
be
provided.
ι- Mison recently visited relatives
DEAN H. WILEY, late of Lovell,
■egard to water pressure, and in support
and '•however," John,
[Nevertheless
Advertised letters in South I'aris post I
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All perfour
)f his argument showed
pictures
little men sons having demands against the estate of said |
like
all
to
stand
we've
tfp
got
Albion Taylor baa returned from office June Ιό, 1908:
aken the previous day, which showed
and acknowledge the corn. It is true leceaeed are desired to present tbe same for setΜη. Ethel Γ. Wilson.
and all indebted thereto are requested
to Buckrield.
α
plainly the kind of service that the corthat the Democrat of May 5, 1908, did tlement,
Mrs. William Arev.
to make payment Immediately.
Mr*. Catherine C.Thartow.
poration was asked to pay extremely
ELIZABETH WIUEY.
Juneind. 190d
quote the Democrat of July 13, 1S00, as
a. J. S. Wright was in Canton laet
Miss Jennie llatley.
Sigh prices for.
including "Anson P. Burlingame" in the
w-rk η legal business.
Dr. B. F. Greene.
Mr. Bolster then said that he had
list of speakers at tbe great rally; but
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
V-* Frank Taylor visited friends and
nade his motion only as a business propthat model of exactness, tbe Democrat,
bill
that
a
that
Bucktield la^t week, return*
on
the
a: ves in
ortion
ground
is obliged to confess tbat the P. was a
observed as!1
Next Sunday will be
FΒΟΗ
that under
.,_· >unday.
|
in transcribing. The name is Anson WILL YOU CONTINUE TO 81'FFER
Children's Sunday at the Universalist I »as due should be paid, and
slip
;he circumstances he would not care if
CATAKKH IN THE FACE OK
Barlingame, as may be learned from tbe
Eva F. Swett expects to start church. .sêrmon to the children in the I
Μ
lis motion was defeated.
Standard Dictionary's list of names, or
THIS TESTIMONY ?
*c-k to visit relatives in Wakefield morn ng and the rite of dedication will I
The motion was put to the voters but
any other reference work where it may
be administered. Service begins at 10:45 I
ambrnlge. Mass.
for fifteen years with casuffered
"I
one in the hall voted in favor of it.
be found. It is strange that three such
v. m
A rehearsal of the children at the I lot
tarrhal troubles so bad that I bad to
tfr. Morton's motion to instruct the
M- »nd Mrs. Wallace Strickland have church next
as John, Capt. Prince and
authorities
41
at
afternoon
Thursday
I could not lie down at
leave the sea.
1 intu the lower rent of the Wood- o'clock.
Γ issessore to offer the Norway Water
yours to command should all be so certo sleep, on account of the constant
li -O. fifty cents on a dollar for their
:se on High Street.
tain of what isn't so, but it is easy of ex- □ight
I went to two difcatarrhal drooping.
Π. H. Stuart, principal of Hallowelll, lervice was tnen unanimously carried.
planation. One of the noted men in ferent
Μ τ· η B'dster is at home from Bates.
for treatment, but withand Mrs. Stuart, and W. I 3is remark that the company did not
hospitals
School,
High
made
who
was
Maine's
governor
history,
-.i» in the store of Ν- Γ). Bolster J:
1 was constantout any lasting benefit.
Earle Stuart, first assistant in the school, I ippear anxious to collect their bills
by the political uphfflval of the fifties,
irinij Mr. Bolster's trip to Chicago. iame home last week, and the two men I
ly raising yellow and green phlegm, and
hrough the courts brought out much
was Anson P. Morrill, and that is probthe trouble was so unbearable and nauΕ W. Pierce has resumed his »re at Four Ponds for a week's fishing. I aughter and applause.
ably where the "Aneon P." comes from.
seating that I was ashamed to go out in
I'aris Both have been re-elected to their
The sum of $100 asked for in article
::er work at "The Beeches,
-Ed.]
I have used only two bottles
company.
5 was voted without discussion, Mr.
where he has been employed several ent positions in Hallowell High
of Hyomei, and have been cured by the
with »n increase of salary.
Morton explaining that it was needed to
it^mers.
Many of tbe lobster men along the
It has made full and complete
a few outstanding bills.
coast of Maine are beginning to advo- remedy.
Children's day will be observed atl1 :lear up
Mr and Mrs. Orra Burapue go Tuesday
Capt. Willvef.
whethrecovery."
discussion
some
informal
After
lobtime
an
annual
closed
cate
upon
ftïiisweekto their summer home at Paris Grange Saturday afternoon, June I
is a dry, healing, antiseptic
Hyomei
arc lights in the neighborof
the
sr
one
and
sters
August.
during June, July
Let every Patron strive to be
,pt, Mass.. returning to South Paris 30th.
air, extracted from the Eucalyptus
lood of Highland Avenue could not be
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lias lived to see it grow up into th«
The executive committee of the and flowers,
els<
nets
and leather. I sell more
a ladj who wa ι
Made of fine net, shoe
View, Miss., says: "I tell my custon ι- of my ooagh,—when everything
thousands. He has held several town Anasagiftticook Sunday School Asso- I was recently told by
round under one of thos 9 era when they buy a box of Dr. King s failed." Dr. King's Neiy Discovery oof
attractweather.
most
hot
in
the
staggering
a
horse
for
to
of
Swifl
ciation is planning
offices, was the first sheriff
every year because it is a great help
brush piles, that it was none c f New Life Pills tbey get the worth < if only reaches the cough spot; it heali
County, has been on the school board ive and largest celebration in its history monster
throat
and it isn'1
that much gold in weight, if affliotc d the aore spots and weak spots in
and held other town office·. He is now at Lake Anasaguntlcook on July Fourth. my business what she wore,
ander go a ran
I don't care If she don't Wear anythim C with constipation, malaria or billon μ lungs and cheat. Sold
1
taking a short vacation. He left Satur Special feature· will be announced in a
hat and a smile, but she can t ness." Sola ander guarantee at F. i l. toe at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drag store
day, the 6th, for Freeport, Portland, ) few days. Many prominent public men but the big
"
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
OX IfAln Mt.9 Norway, Maine.
Shurtleff A Co.'a drug store. 26c.
stop people making remarks.
Boston and Washington, D. C.
are expected to be preeent.
grand TBI** EULWIT.
Cosn-xencln* 3ei-t. Î9. 13Û7,

White Sale!

Just glance

use some

.·

at the 3 and

of them.

Perhaps

4-cent laces.

can

you

We have selected one lot of slightly soiled White Goods
which we have marked at most attractive prices, most of
them below cost.
Silk Tissues at 12 i-ac, jutt half price. These are not
white but areJhin, just the things for hot days now with us.
Call and

see

all these

bargains

and watch for.the next ad.

sincerely,

Yours

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

^=1

|==

STORES.

BLUE

Does It Pay to Dress Uncomfortably these Hot Days?
WE SAY NOT.
do his beet work.

Unless comfortably dressed

$5.00

SUMMER WEIGHT SUITS
SUMMER WEIGHT TROUSERS

cannot

of Us.

Buy

It will be to Your Advantage to
SUMMER
SUMMER
SUMMER
SUMMER
SUMMER
SUMMER
SUMMER

one

to 20*0

$1.00 to 5.00
25c to $1.50
50c to $2.00

UNDERWEAR

OVERSHIRTS
HOSIERY
HATS
CAPS

15c

20c

to

to 50c

$2.00

25c to $1.50
25c to 50c
$1.00 to 3.00

BELTS

VESTS

WE HAVE THEM.

KHAKI GOODS ARE THE GO.

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway

South Parle

tl"V®

the^

|i

ββ"τ°1ι?'Christian"

|

WANTED

ÎausedP by8

with

J

j

Farm

Business

pronoun^

thej

|

daSrsW

Automobile
TO LET.

vil'aKe^e£°®?"

PTraWftis^τλϊγ0.
rendent

Keiths

HAIR
w:ai
MEN
V 4 SHOE
FOR

hpemkhie all ihrnufh. 7/iii

featιvie of>Keitlà Konauetm
Ahoeù) iheAeôultoJ>tlàttj·
αΙχ Àica/ΐΛ œzpe/iience.
$3—
$42°
$529

S»

W. 0.

Frothingham,

Agent, South Paris.

Livery.

4?!iaa

Frank B. Fogg,

gal?'Îîeeî. ^0 aofd tbiT'three
Elgin^ree^eaf Su^r

C!itSrp\,She-1U.kno-Dby.H.»d

If you are thinking of purchasing a Summer
Suit, we have
the
garments
here to help you
decide. Our display of

|

Telephone)

Rural

Service.

plan by

Telephone
graph Company's
Inquire

egraph

grounds.

Royal Worcester Adjusto

Corsets,

High Grade Wilhelmina

Corsets.

Ladies'

Children's
and Hosiery.

Under-

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Buy Your Horse

a

FLY NET at

The Tucker Harness Store.
73 cents
string

; JAME3S
S

Have

$a.OO.

fly

N. FAVOR, Prop.,

no

Equal

in

Workmanship

Patterns and

Style,

The

$6.00
this vicinity.

$8.50

$9.00

be had at the first-class merchant tailor shops by paying double
can

only

our

prices.

Wear

of these Suits and you will be convinced.

one

F. PLUMMER,

J.

ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS.

23-26

Shirtwaists, Globe and Regal Corsets,

at

Π* Hoy«e ol Kiu,
QÙCMO

Telephone

pamphlet

MEN'S SUITS

Telephone

106*3.

Men's Heavy Grain Leather
Shoes for $2.50.
We have
we are

a

line of Men's

selling for $3.50.

Heavy

Grain Leather Shoes which

We have them in

Seamless Congress, Seamless Bals
and Creedmoor.

styles. They are solid in every part
price. Let us say, and we can prove it,

Three
the

and

are

worth

that

they

are as

better than any
any $2.50 shoes on the market, and
have ever seen. What we have said in regard to
these applies to our whole stock. We can save you money
Call and see us.
on all kinds of footwear.

good
that

as

v/e

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Opera
CASTORIA

House

Company,

Block, Norway» Maine,

Tolophono
forlnfintsand Children,

Ika Kill Yob Han Ajwajs Baiq kt

11Q-8.

g'^ture

f

"*"

There isn't a popular or
fashionable model in
LADIES' OXFORDS that
can't be found in my

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade Portrait Work
in

PRICES:

Frothingham,

We have just received a carload of 12 I. H. C. Manure

buying a
get a big
In

count which we
to

give

see

the

are

before

them

full

dis-

going

Call and

buyer.

your order.

placing

1

I
!

j

;

i:

; : j :

A. W. WALKER & SON,

j

j

New Incubator

Another season, learn what the

COMPOUNDS
have done this year before

C.

buying.

THAYER, Agent,

SOITH

Selling
As

PARIS. IE.

One 120 egg Model for sale, 312.00.

13 26

£

Spectacles

Busimess

a

ve.

Fitting Spectacles

j

Profession.

|

As

a

Many use simple teste for deter- δ
mining as nearly as tbey can what η

glasses the eyes

can wear

and call

S

Ours is 9
themselves opticians.
strictly a profession— we use scien· X
titic tests that will tlnd the cause X

of the trouble and glasses
pre- 0
scribed that will strike at the evil δ
are

S

YOU ARE THINKING OF
BUYING A

W.

SOUTH PARIS

S

and overcome the cause.

I

SOUTH PARIS.

IF

jj

§

RICHARDS,

S.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

§

MAINE.

PAKI5.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

Don't add the heat of a
to the sufficient
discomfort of hot weather.
Use a New Perfection Wick
Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
and cook in comfort.
With a "New Perfection" Oil Stove the preparation of
daily meals, or the big weekly "baking," is done without
raising the temperature perceptibly above that of any other
room in the house.
If you once have experience with the

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame Ofl Cook-Stove
in which it
you will be amazed at the restful way
overheated
heretofore
has
that
work
to
do
enables you
the kitchen and yourself.
The "New Perfection" Stove is ideal for summer
Made in three sizes and all warranted. If
use.
not at your dealer's, write our nearest agency.
rt-nι·η

UfflJJ
•r low— is therefore
not smoke. Safe,

free from

£lve> f*rfect

combustion

whether high

disagreeable odor

and

can-

convenient, ornamental—the ideal light

If not at your dealer's, write our nearest agency.
Standard Oil Company ol New York
(iacoBroiiTi·

Chicago Resident Relates

Experience.

Most Grewsome

During L. T. Cooper's recent visit to «De physician in St. Louie was recomChicago, where hie new preparation and mended to me, and 1 was under his treatobtained
theory created the usual sensation, many ment some time, but as usual I
hundreds of people brought enormous no relief.
me
to try
asked
"So many people
internal parasites to the young man,
which had left the system after taking Cooper's preparation that I decided to
do so, and after using it for a few days,
his medicine.
Among these people was Mr. Emit this awful thing passed from my system.
Winkler, who brought to Cooper a tape- I feel much better already, and I want
worm that proved to be over ninety feet to say right here that I thank Mr. CoopMr. Winkler, who resides at er a hundred times for what his mediin length.
182 East Ohio Street, Chicago, has this cine has done for me. I would not take
to say of his experience: "For five years £>,000 and have that thing back in my
I have been more or less complaining. system again."
Mr. Winkler is a fair sample of the
1 have had severe headaches, and any
food that I would eat would nauseate experience of many during Cooper's stay
I would have bad dreams almost in Chicago, and this no doubt helped to
me.
enormous sale of the
every night: dizzy spells would compel account for the
Black spots would Cooper preparation in this city aud
me to quit work.
visited
by the young
appear before my eyes when stooping others, recently
1 would fee! man.
over and rising quickly.
We sell and will be pleased to explain
tired most of the time; in fact, I had nc
life in me to speak of for the last five the Cooper preparations,
I tried various treatments, and

Pianos

i —F.

A. Shurtleff &, Co.

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175·
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings BlOOH,

South Parle,

Keep

PLEASE
When

111

-

want

of

anything

MIND

in

in oar line· give us

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

Maine.

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

We have some new lines of

Paroid Roofing-The

petits

best of all

try imitations.

Liquid

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Filler,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

which we believe to be most desirable.

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sites of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. We I
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door catches, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
a barrel of "CoTelephone· and Electrical Supplie·—We have just received
'
lumbia Ignition Batteries" the best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

tbe

spring came

later tbe kingbirds were screaming from
tbe tops of fenoe posts and sbade trees.
Before May 20 tbe barn and chimney

jf M

JMoon

"DUB Α. M.
Professor

Skylight turned

to,

"I have used 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitfamily for years and find
for
they are almost an instant cure
headache and indigestion. I always
seep them on hand."
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.

Bargains.

Watch

Fine Timekeepers.
CHILDREN.

JOCK DBIVINO THE

he has been able to

Key

Winders and Stem Winders

we are

and TOWNS in EUROPE, ASIA,
SOUTH
AMERICA.
AFRICA,
MEXICO, and the WEST INDIES,
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST INDIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,

1906.

If the stomach is allowed to get out
>f order, the whole system suffers.
Γο enjoy life the stomach must be
enderly cared for, and there is no
as
emedy that acts so beneficially
L. F. Atwood's Bitters. They quickly
djust the illness and set you right At
11 druggists, 35c.

In the UNITED

prepared

to iseue
checks for any amount OX MOKE
THAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES

ters in my

from the

swallowa and the summer yellow birds bip telescope, settled bis glasses
Before Memorial Day every
were here.
stralgl t on his nose and stared at the
one of the common birds that frequent
the chalk
the fields and woods of eastern Maine twenty small boys who toed
line on the floor.
was here, with the exception of the
ouckoo. The whipoorwill, which comes
"Owing," he said In a learned tone—
late as a rule, waa here on May 20, and
to reasons you will understand
"owing
on
the catbird, which seldom shows up
never see but
tbe clay graaa lands until the wild roses when you are older we
and one side of the moon!"
are In blossom, was soreaming
"Oh!" exclaimed all the little boys.
"mewing" among the gooseberry boshes
before the shad bush puts out its white They opened their eyes very round,
flowers, and while the elms were engaged standing still aud solemn as a row of
in producing their annual crop of ecaly owls. When
they ran out again to play,
seeds.
nineteen of them forgot the
however,
fickle
So much depends upon the
all except the twenweather of Maine that one is never safe moon altogether,
in making predictions, but indications tieth boy, who had the roundest eyes.
He thought of It when he went to
point to a summer of great agricultural
proaperity to most of the people who bed that night It troubled him so
reside down east. The heavy rains of much that he forgot to pull down the

payable anywhere

STATES,

INDIGESTION

Monroe, Me., Sept.

—

MONEY ORDERS

-

Bernurd.
Jock was present once when a little
rhild was taken from under the cruel
wheels and manifested the liveliest Interest in the occurrence. Ever since

In Addition to Oar Begnlftr

and SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Norway National Bank,
Norway( Mo.

yyThirty-five years of
depositors.

vice to

Bankrupt's

succeeaful ser-

Petition for

In the matter of
Λ LBEBT L. SAN BO

Discharge.

1

In Bankruptcy.
UN,
Bankrupt. )
Γο the Hon. Clabkxce Hale, Judge -r til(:
District Court of the Unite ! State* fur the
District of Maine :
L. 8ANBOBN, Of Norway, In the
County of Ox fori, and State of Μ ilne, in
»ald District, respectfully represent», tl.nt ··> t!,.
;th day of April, la»t i>n-»t. he was :. y
idjudged bankrupt under the Acts of ( .t..
relating to bankruptcy; that h·· ha* .l ily
rendered all his property and rights of prop. it .·,
mil liae fully complied with all the rcjult.
^

STRAWBERRY CAKE.

31 and June 1

ALBERT

»

a-

.ir·

«>«.

Îreat

:n.

«

m

w

■

....

landlord's hens
TWO."

"The
Then

answered

are

three,

young and

"Oh, eay

no

more.

For better fowls I never FOUR."
My one two three four is a word
Which means to fascinate. I've heard.

No. 169.—Palindromes.
(Tse four different letters.)
Spell three feminine names that read

the same when reversed.

No. 170.—Arboreal Puzzles.
When the names of the following
trees have been riglftly guessed auxl
written one below the other in the order given, the initial letters will spell
the name of a summer game for men
and boys.
1. A slender tree whose bark Is white
2. A tree whose fruit is used In many

4. A tree which suggested the name
of the home of James Itussell Lowell.
5. A large tree which bears large,

kitchen fire

May,

apace. There were bobolinks singing
In tbe fields on May 15, and two days

on

the

HEADACHE
ÎKÎ.V

Wonderful Dog That Drivee Children
From Trolley Track·.
The nnme of the dog seen in the picture Is Jock, and tic's a great big St

—

Builders' Finish !

tumn.

Summer Comfort

overcast skies in

CheIn

idoman

WHAT JOCK DOES.

that day. whenever
utf
practically assured a window shade. So it came to pass that Btand sentinel, Jock takes good cure Please call and see them.
May
Cream one and one-half cups of sugar, good hay crop on new fields, and if ocalone
an idle moonbeam wandering
that no children shall play In the street
S. Riohards.
with one-half cup of butter, add one-half casional showers are timely, the barns
slipped In through the window and fell if α trolley cur be In sight. At the
cup of milk, two and one-half cups of will be filled to overflowing. From tbe
face. Her light bothered sound of the
Hour sifted with two teaspoons of baking fact that the season has already given us across his
gong the dog plunges
jf said Acte and of the oners of Court t· ·'.!»E. W, CHANDLER,
on the pillow.
Into the street and drives the children
lit* bankruptcy.
powder, and two well-beaten eggs, re- a number of brisk thunder showers, the him. Ile moved his head
heard
he
Wherefore he prays, that he liny I* ·!ι
ι
sumunsociable,"
for
of
one
"You're
quite
frosting. inference is that during the present
to the safety of the pavement and has
serving the white
by the Court to have a full discharge fr·
Flavor with one teaspoon of vanilla and mer Maine will be visited by frequent or thought he heard her say. "especial- even l.een known on several occasions
ι! 1
lebte provable against his estate under
bake in a long pan. Beat the white of and possible serious manifestations of ly when I've come so far to see you."
except su'-h debt.·»
bankruptcylawActs,
to pick up a smaller child with his
from such discharge.
of an egg, add one cup of pulverized electrical energy, and as it is an old and
cepted by
Then he turned over, feeling at once Strong jaws mid «juletly deposit It out
I will furnish DOOK.S and WINDOWS of at;
this
27th
of May, A. I>. 1
bated
day
sugar, color and flavor with a little straw- undisputed tradition that years of fre- ns though very wide awake. "Excuse
Size or Style at reaeonable prlcee.
ALBERT L. SANBORN, Bankrupt.
h-irni's way The animal Is a splen
berry juice and spread over the top of quent thunder showers are also years of me." he said politely. "I should dearly of
OltDER OF NOTICE TflKltKl»',
did specimen, and it is not to be won
the cake, dotting with fine large berries.
abundance, one concludes that
Frames. DISTRICT OF MaINK, it.
In this puzzle, adapted from the
love to talk with a moonbeam! Why. dored at that he Is the most popular Also Window & Door
a fork.
someand
eat
with
to
be
in
Cut
are
harvests
[aine
on
this 20th day of May, Α. I). lyes, on π
squares
going
o·
American Boy, the Initials of words,
I'In want of any kind of Finish for Inside
there are lots of things you could tell resident of the street.
Ing the foregoing petition, It Is
thing aut of the common.
send In yoiir order* Pine Lun
the
around
STRAWBERRIES IN PASTRY CUPS.
work,
Jutalde
A
and
with
Ordered
going
in
the
by the Court, that a hearing
man
one
beginning
for Cash.
Reports from the belts which grow me! φ* there only
jer and Shingle* on hand Cheap
upon the same on the 19th day of -Iuti··. \ l>.
circle to B, spell the name of an AmerÀ rich but not puff paste (that is too winter wheat are not so encouraging as moon? Has he always lived there? And
r :
A Funny Game.
l!«tf, l)cforc said Court at Portland, In
Work trlct, at 10 o'clock In the Inforenoon, ! ρ it
ican poet. In the lower circle, begin- flaky) was made into baskets by rolling they were a week ago, as floods from Is there anything ou the other side?"
Have a sheet or screen so placod Planing, Sawing and Job
The >xfor
I»·
notice thereof be published
the
ciraround
round-botover
and
thin
and
have
it quite
goiug
Texar. to Kansas
putting
wrought great
ning with C
"Sli! Speak softly!" warned his vis- that shadows may be cast upon it
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said Dlstr'.t, r.n
Matched Marl Wood Kluor Hoards for sale.
:
that all known creditors, and other percle to D. Initials spell the name of a tomed cups, inverted and then baked. damage, though corn-planting in tbe itor.
"The man In the moon uiigbt Facing It have one of the players sitinterest, may appear at the said time
When cold these are filled with berriee great corn belt is well advanced, and the
great Americau editor.
He hates to have any one ting In such a position that he can see
hear j\>u.
E, W. CHANDIiER,
and show cause, If any they have,
sweetened and with a generous spoonful outlook for an abundance of forage was
prayer of said petitioner should m<t
Maine
talk of his history."
only the screen, not anything that 13 Weal guinner,
of whipped cream on top, the whole never better.
And It Is further Ordered by the
No. 168.—Charade.
Clerk «hall send by mall to all know
"My!" exclaimed the little boy. "Then going on behind him. This player Is
served on strawberry leaves if obtainable.
The entire world is basking in tbe sunof said petition and this order,
copies
Professor
Our Journey scarcely was begun
iiehind
bate
Skycalled "the watchman." Now.
shine of peace and prosperity. Though how he must
to them at their places of residence
STRAWRERRIES WITH SHORTBREAD.
Before we halted at the ONE.
and at such α distance
our great fleet of battleships has cut light!"
Witness the lion. Clarksck IIai
watchman
the
to
you.
"I really hope." said I

ways.
3. A shrub whose leaves are the first
to turn yellow and scarlet in the au-

Plan tor

years.

Pack a strawberry ice cream Into a
rather deep ring or border mold. Tarn
oat on a large shallow glass dish and
surround with a border of pink rotes
and maidenhair fern. Fill the center
with fresh figs in syrup.

SWEET

Spreaders !

ICR CREAM.

BICE PUDDING.
Boil one-fourth cup of rice till thoroughly done, while warm put through a
potato ricer and into one cup of this rice
stir one cup of strawberry juice. Whip
one-half pint of heavy cream. Dissolve
a tablespoon of gelatine over the steam
of the kettle and add, with one-half cup
of sugar and the well-beaten whites of
three eggs, to the rice and berry juice.
Stir in the whipped cream and pour into
a wetted mold and put on ice for at least
six hours before serving. Serve as it is
or turn on a platter and heap fresh
strawberries around it and serve with or
without cream. Any other fruit can be
used, but we prefer the strawberries.

Crayon, Water color,

Nichols St..

STRAWBERRY

STRAWBERRY AMD

No. 167.—Connected Circles.

L. M. TUFTS,

Manure

carload

cherries.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

South Paris.

we

No. 16β—Hidden Bird·.
,1. The people of Warsaw rendered
the czar great service.
2. The tallow left on the candlestick
was melted and used again.
3. Dora ventured up the tree to pick

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

2, 2.35, 2.50, 3, 3.50.

Spreaders.

Mouldings sjL

&

Patent, Tan, Vici Kid and
Gun Metal Leathers.

W. 0.

The Ρ uzzler

and Pictures,

stock.

$1.50,

HOMEMAKEBS* COLUMN.

Picture Frames

For Ladies

Forward Swob.'
[Bangor New·.)
Not In one year out of five «re lilac·
Oomapondence on toplo· of Interest to the ladle·
Into bloom on Memorial Day In
Is solicited. Address: Editor ΗΟΚΧΚΑΙΚΙ bunting
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me. tbe latitude of Bangor, not one year In
ten la tbe graaa so far advanced aa It waa
on"the first of June, 1908. In spite of a
The Strawberry Uncooked.
oold April and many days of wind and
A

When strawberries are in season try
them with real Scotch shortbread, either as cake or bake the bread
in two thin sheets and put the berriee
between and on top. Make the shortbread with one pound of flour, well
sifted, mix thoroughly with it one-quarter of a pound of fine eugar> make a
well in the center of this and put in half
a pound of Arm, sweet butter—if the
butter is very hard warm it a little, but
do not let it become oily or the cake will
Mix with the tips of the
not be good.
fingers until the mixture becomes adherent, then work and knead into a round
ball. When quite smooth, flatten it
(with the hands) into a cake or cakes
half an inch titick. Place on a dry, shallow tin, prick all over with a fork and
bake in a slow oven half to three-quarters
of an hour; after it is baked allow it to
remain on the tin for a minute or two,
then slip off. With peaches or raspberries this will also be delicious. If to be
served with coffee or tea, crimp the
edges of the bread and if liked put a few
stripe of candied peel, or comflts, on top
before putting in the oven.

serving

STRAWBERRY

SHERBET.

loose from the Atlantic shore front, and
no longer serves to protect Bar Harbor
from a foreign invasion, this country—in
spite of Hobson's pessimism—has just
now negotiated an amicable treaty with
Japan, and those who have preached invasion from Japan and bloodshed and
war for more than a year, now find themselves discredited and without any kind
of

The moonbeam shifted a bit, so she
"You knew

might look Into his eyes.

employment.

William H. Taft is as good as nominated as the Republican candidate for President, and William J. Bryan is confident
of leading the Democratic forces. William R. Hearst is no longer capable of
annoying or deranging the plans of
either party. Up in Aroostook they
are planting a wonderful crop of potatoes. Here in Maine the men who cannot take their seats in congress until
December, 1909, are nominated and pre-

that there Is space for a person to walk
between the watchman and the light
place a cnndle.
The object of the game Is for the
watchman to guess from the shadows
cast who Is passing behind him.
The players, going one by one. may
disguise themselves by limping, how
Ing the h?ad or wearing a hat. but genthe watchman, if he Is discern

erally
Ing. may detect the player by

some peFor every one lie gueuse;
correctly a forfeit must be paid by tinone discovered.

culiarity.

one.

The season is

a

ON

Carpets

Wool
to close out o<hl

patterns and cie»"

ip stock.

NORWAY,
A

WAINF.

··

new

of the said Court, and the «cal then
land, In said District, on the 29th
A. D. 1UUS.
JAMES E. HEWKV,
ft. s.J
A true copy of petition and order u
Attest:—JAMBS Κ HEWKV,
■

—

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

very forward

Education.
A Modern
Cover three quarts of bulled berries
I can say "hie, haec, hoc," and dewith three cups of sugar. Cook one
oily nuts.
with one cup of water and two cline any verb in Latin, but I was told
G. A tree which furnishes tough, elas- pineapple
the other day that I mispronounced the
cups of sugar, let stand twelve hours.
incorrecttic wood.
Mash the strawberries and pineapple English language and spoke it
7. A tree whose uame recalls a fine
"I BHOTTLD LOVE TO TALK WITH A MOON·
through a coarse strainer, then a finer ly·
I know how many eegments there are
ΒΚΛΜ."
avenue in a famous German city.
strainer. Add the juice of three lemons.
learndiscourse
can
and
a
lu
bee's
foot,
8. A tree that bears clusters of beau- Then add an amount of water equal to
the man In the moon had a wife?" she
but
I'm
of
on
the
life,
begorigin
the syrup formed from the sugar and edly
tiful fragrant white blossoms.
this asked confidentially.
fruit juices. Add the well-beaten whites gared if I understand much about
He came near entirely
"Did he?"
forces which I call myself.
of
and
freeze.
synthesis
of three eggs
No. 171.—Jumble.
I could write you a splendid eeeay forgetting her caution not to make any
S. Κ. I. F. L. D. Α. X. L. O. W. F. R.
FROZEN STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE.
upon the arts of subsistence in former noise. "Why, where is she now?"
S. Ε. 'Γ. They add much to the enjoytimes and describe to you in detail how
"She was one of you here on the
This was the novel finish to a country
ment of summer.
our savage progenitors managed to eke
inwas
earth," the moonbeam went on hastily.
cake
A
club dinner.
cup-shaped
I
believe
don't
I
but
out an existence;
"She was a princess and very"—
verted and slightly hollowed for each
could broil a beefsteak nor make a bowl
No. 172.—Addition·.
"Heautiful," he interrupted. "I know!
portion, the filling being a sherbet of of porridge. Neither can the girl I am
1. Add a» auiinal to a cutting and crushed strawberries, topped with etiffly
all are. Did she live near here?"
Thpy
to
marry.
2. Add part of the whipped and highly sweetened cream. going
make a flowi-r.
You couldn'l
τ hove haan tnlH how all the lower
"Oh. no, far away.
head to a coz.v place and mnke eager A huge berry with its cap on formed the animale
and know have known her—It was so long ago."
themselves,
propagate
3. Add pale to a necessity when fish- apex of the prettily colored concoction. more or less about the scientific breed"How long?"
ing and make the young of the coming of cattle, but I am entirely innocent
STRAWBERRY COCKTAIL.
"Very, very long—before your grand4. Add a portion to a
mon herring
as to how the human species should
father was born or his grandfather.
Add tu the juice of tbree oranges the
5. Add
crest and make a game bird.
propagate its kind.
Hhe lined to walk in the gardens at
of a lemon and powdered sugar to
nature
the
much
about
juice
can
tell
I
you
"by way of" to doused aud make a
about the stars,
tase, making the mixture ratber tart^ of bacteria and other horrible creatures, night and make poetry
bridge.
stir until the sugar is dissolved, then but I confess that I don't know what the One evening the man In the moon lost
Iilf hmi »·#■ ·*
chill. Stem, wash, drain and chill some
symptoms of the commonest diseases are
No. 173.—Pronouns.
choice strawberries. At serving time, nor how to treat them.
"Hut bow did he tell her?"
1. Find a prououu in polite.
cut the berries into quarters or halves,
I can tell you about the chemistry of
"Πα wait!" replied the moonbeam
2. Find a prououu in a record.
cover
in
them
cocktail
glasses,
dispose
matter, but ehould my mother take Impatiently. "I was Just coming tc
3. Find a prououu in a recluse.
with the fruit juice and add a tablespoon
poison, I would not know what to give that. He sent us down to woo her
of finely cracked or shaved ice.
4. Find u pronoun in a sample.
her.
We were very soft and silvery just
I could dazzle you with a dissertation
then. He took particular palus to pol<
A Feathery Tale.
on the economics of money, but I am at
Extremes Meeting.
of it tel) UB."
Ile—I certainly shall not allow you
Guests at a summer luncheon given by a loss to know how to earn a cent
"And they were married at night?"
a country hostess were requested to kind- myself.
to buy oue of those very large hats.
In short, I know everything that is
"They were! Ah, you never saw
She—That is what I call very email ly wear something, either an object or a
The stare were ni
of the name not worth knowing.
such a night!
whole
costume,
suggestive
American.
of you.—Baltimore
for the occasion, and tht
of a bird. The plan was entered into
brightened
his
from
returned
Rip Van Winkle
a billion miles"
with great interest, especially as many
fresh as a daisy and Milky Way fit up for
Key to the Puzzler.
of those asked were enthusiastic nature long sleep looking
the
"For
wedding
procession?"
barber
to
the
his
made
shop,
village
way
2 students.
1. lloiden.
No 157.—Triangle:
During the three-mile drive to not only because he needed a haircut
"Onlj
"Yes," she sighed a bit sadly.
Owued. 3 Inky 4. Dey. 5. Ed. 0 Ν. the party, each guest studied the others,
but aleo because he wished there wasn't any! They got behind tht
and
shave,
and tried, with the help of the wayside
No. 158.—Missing words:
to catch up on the news.
first.dark cloud."
songsters, to discover the different birds
"Let's see," said he to the barber
The rain comes when the wind calls.
"How provoking!" said the little boy
A bluebird on a fence post
represented.
after he was eafely tucked in the chair,
The river knows Its way to the sea.
"Did they live happily ever after?"
the little lady all in blue in a
away
gave
haven't
Without a pilot It runs unO falls.
"I've been asleep twenty years,
"No, Indeed!" the moonbeam prompt
carriage. "Too easy," she lamented, I?"
BlessinK all lands with its charity.
and straightway studied out her neighanswered. "It wasn't but a shorl
ly
tonsorialist.
the
"Yep," replied
Balloou bor's mask. A
No. 150.—A Useful Vine:
photograph of a lad well
time after their marriage before shi
I missed much?"
"Have
vine.
known as "Bob," a carefully carried albegun to remember a prince who hat1
"Nope, we bin standib' pat."
No. 100.—A Great President: Abra- phabet block marked "0," and a link
"Has Congress done anything yet?"
with her when she was little ot
played
a
bracelet
from
a
chain
from
3
Basil.
2.
suspended
ham Lincolu: 1. Acorn.
"Not a thing."
the earth. He was louely, poor fel
bobolink.
the
revealed
Romeo. 4. Antic. 5. Ilerou. C. Alibi.
"Jerome done anything?"
low! He u»ed to walk out every even
Mental notes of all these surmises were
7. Medal.
"Nope."
made for future use. The critical halfIng and look up at the princess, anc
"Piatt resigned?"
No. 101.—Rhymed Double Acrostic:
Ther
hour after luncheon was the time allowshe would look down at him.
"Nope."
Primais, Charles Dickens; tiuals, "Pick- ed for
the birds represented.
she began to send us down with mes
gueseing
elected?"
been
"Bryan
2. Pads and
1. Cuyp.
wick Papers." Words:
back
pencils were distributed, and
sages and he to send messages
"Nope."
Ilelvetil. 3. Alarlc. 4. Rappahannock. as all were not equally familiar with the
"Carnegie poor?"
By and by the man lu the moon fount
0. subject, several ornithologies were put
5. Ladislaw (In "MIddlemarch").
It out, and then the very uiountalui
"Nope."
9. on the library table for consultation.
8. Dvorak.
7. Sarauac.
Effendl.
"Well, say," said Rip, rising up in the shook. You've heard of the mountain)
was displayed in the
Great
ingenuity
12.
11.
10. Carrara.
Krupp.
Isllp.
chair, "never mind shaving the other in the moon?"
characters taken. Waxwing was a tiny
side of my face, I'm going back to sleep
Euterpe. 13. Nebuchadnezzar. 14. Sa- wax
tied with a pink ribbon across
"Ye·, Indeed," he replied In great ex
taper
lamis.
again."
a white wing and fastened to the lady's
"I know all about them. Bu
cltement,
No. 162.—Word Square: 1. Iron. 2.
next?"
corsage. A small fur tail pinned to the
what
happened
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
Rove. 3. Oval. 4. Njfll.
collar represented pintail. Knot was a
The moonbeam trembled violently
No. 163.—Double Diujfonals:
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities "There came near being an eclipse,'
dainty knot of pink chiffon, presumably
■a part of the gown, and it proved very from the blood, and unless they do this
But yoi
"a total eclipse.
4.
I
A
M
S
1.
R
puzzling. A charming young woman good health is impossible. Foley's Kid- ■he said;
couldn't poasibly understand that. Thi
as bluejay, wearing a pasteboard ney Cure makes sound kidneys and will
posed
»
κ
ε
τ
ο
J closely wound with narrow blue rib- positively cure all forms of kidney and princess made all sorts of excuses, bu
It strengthens the the mau in the moon wouldn't hear
bon and thrust daggerwise into her bladder disease.
For sale by all druggists. She cried to go home to her mother
blond hair. Crossbill was a receipted whole system.
bill carried conspicuously. A picture of
but he didn't let her go. He banlshet
in half was
a ridge of mountains cut
Inquisitive—I suppose you miss yonr her away to the other side"—In an awe»
displayed for partridge. The lady in husband very much?
2.
τ
ο
ο
s
a
other side of the moon
κ
Widow—Indeed I do. Do you know, whisper—"the
black who wore a picture of a bird in.a
That's the reason you don't sèe It. Shi
a
No. 164.—Two Famous Poets: Brown- locket was simply blackbird. Bunting when my corns bother me I haven't
can never look on the earth again, fo
was represented by a gracefully draped friend to turn to who will lend me a
ing, Tenuysou (ten E'a on).
her face Is always turned the othe
and sash of bunting; the yellow- razor.
scarf
Butter1.
Puzzle:
105.—Floral
No.
hammor by a bow of yellow ribbon with
way."—Washington Star.
Live-forever.
3.
W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
cup. 2. Clove Pink.
a little gilt hammer suspended from It ;
writes: "This is to certify that I have
or in its other name, flicker, by a desk
A Cut Card Puzzle.
CURED HEMORRHAGES OF THE
Laxative Fruit Syrup for
candlestick holding a lighted candle used Orino
On a piece of stiff cardboard draw η
and it has proven,
LUNGS.
which flickered. Cackoo was made with chronic constipation,
to be a thorough, prac- block letter, say S, as In the diagram,
"Several years aince my lungs were so a picture of a cook, and two gilt O's without a doubt,
tical remedy for this trouble, and It is and cut it clean out Having put clew
badly affected that I had many hemor- hung from a neck chain.
I offer my conscientious
The jolly young woman who winked with pleasure
rhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
For sale by all druggists.
Ind. "I took treatment with several audaciously now and then puzzled every- reference."
physicians without any benefit. I then body by her impersonation of chewink.
A trolley car had collided with a
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar, The pretty girl in red, who was nervousheavily laden milk cart, and sent can
and my lnngs are now a· sound as a bul- ly startled at almost everything, jras after can of milk
splashing into the
Pbœbe's middle name perlet. £ recommend it in advanced stages redstart.
street. Soon a crowd gathered. A man,
of lung trouble." Foley's Honey and mitted her to be just
herself; and coming up, had to stand on tiptoe and
Tar stops the congh and heals the lungs, Margaret nibbled frequently at a miniakeep dodging his head about to see a
and prevents serious results from a cold. ture pie—a clever magpie.
stout lady in front of him. "Goodness!"
all
sale
lists
For
Refuse substitutes.
At the end of the half-hour the
by
he finally exclaimed, "what an awful
were gathered from the vivacious and
druggist*.
waate!"
with
the
merry group and compared
The stout lady turued around and
Knicker—A woman remembers wed- cards bearing the names of the Quests
at him. "Mind your own busiglared
and
anniversaries
each
which
birthdays.
the
birds
and
ding
represented
she snapped.
Bocker—And a man remembers what had handed the hostess upon arrival. ness,"
are trumps.
The prizes were, suitably, a book upon
A man who ie in perfect health, so be
birds and a water-color after one of
work when necMany requests from Catarrh sufferers Fidelia Bridge's charming bird studies. can do an honest day's
has much for which he ahould be
essary,
who use atomizers have caused us to
Suggestive touches to the tables may
of Branchput up Liquid Cream Balm, a new and be made by the introduction among the thankful, llr. L. C. Rodgers
ton, Fa., writes that he was not only lines at the back! divide the remainder
convenient form of Ely's Cream Balm, floral decoratione of those
wirepretty
unable to work, but he couldn't stoop to of the card into pieces, as suggested,
the only remedy for Catarrh which can
hung toy birds of Japanese manufacture,
Six bottles of Foley's
The puzzle Is to put them together
always be depended on. In power to al- and by bonbons of bird's-egg shape and tie his own shoes.
man of him.
lay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged coloring which any confectioner will Kidney Cnre made atonew
within a time limit
He says, "Success
Foley's Kidney
air passages, to promote free, natural
prepare.—Ex.
Cure." For sale by all druggista.
breathing, the two forms of Cream Balm
Burning Nut·.
are alike.
Liquid Cream Balm is sold
A step saver and space saver in the
"No," said the grocer, firmly, "I canBurning nuts In front of α grate fire
by all druggists for 75 cents, including
kitchen of our seashore bungalow not trust you for a ham."
Is another game from which great fun
spraying tube. Mailed by Ely Bro*., 56 tiny
"I don't want your old ham," respondis a ten cent wire photograph holder that
may be had. To properly enjoy this
Warren Street, New York.
"My purpose trick one must have a cheery grate
has been utilized, for lack of drawer ed the man addressed.
the
of
conduct
if
the
Yonng Doctor—"Did yon diagnose his room, to hold the cooking knives, forks, waa to aaoertain
fire, with the lights turned out in the
case as appendicitis or
merely as spoons, cake turner, etc. Fastened to President really had disturbed credit. I room. Name the nuts for the man and
it
fear
has."
the wall between the kitchen table and
crampe?"
rnuid and accordingly as they burn
He didn't range, everything Is handy when needed,
Old Doctor—"Cramp·.
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
It
quietly or Jump apart the course and
without extra steps or reaching.
have money enough for appendicitis.
A. A.-Herren, Finch, Ark., writes: Issue of the courtship will be.
takes up little room and everything i« in
If yon will make inquiry it will be a sight without searching and turning over "Foley's Honey and Tar ia the best prepand lung
revelation to you how many succumb to things in the dresser drawer. It has aration for coughs, oolds
Kite Day In China.
that it has cured conkidney or bladder troubles in one form been found especially good for holding trouble, ίin know
Rite day Is a Chinese national holinever
Ton
the first stage·."
If the patient is not beyond knives with sharp edges, for there is no sumption
or another.
day. An expert Chinese kite filer will
I
medical aid, Foley'· Kidney Cure will danger of cutting the hands, and the heard of anyone using Foley's Honey
not being satiafied. For easily keep six or even eight kites
and
It never disappointe. For sale by edge cannot become dulled by oontact and Tar
cure.
going oo oae string.
•ale by all druggists.
with things usually kept In a drawer.
all druggists.

—

Chas. F, Ridlon,

paring their campaign speeches. The
Northport campmeeting is going to have
a full week of fair weather, and as the
Bangor fair comes during the same week,
most everything that ie coming off for
the next six months is arranged for
ahead.
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STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OK OXFORD, ss.
Hoard of County Commissioners, May

-,

1908.

UPON the foregoing i*etitton, «atlsf
ilence having been received that the
are responsible, and that Innulry Int.. the
of their application Is expedient, ! Γ I. < » ;i
that the County Commissioner, meet at li

r

-,

printed

why

O.VKOUD, es.

County Commlmdoners..
Pari', May it, I
appeal of the Ka-t II.
Telephone Company from the «lecl-ΐοη of tip
Selectmen of Hebron.
VVHEUE4S, the said East Hebron Telop
Company on the SOtb 'lav of Manli, \ l·
by ltn Director*, Α. Μ Κοκ/, et als petit!" I
Iloanl of

In the matter of the

NORWAY, MAINE,

PRICK
Me A $1.00.
Trial Bottle Fret

I

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

the *al«l selectmen of said town of llebroi
wlr.
authority to erect pole» ami
along the highway fr m Ka-t Hi
P(Mt 'ftlcc tO the UlBOt tOWB Une M II I
Wort lllnot, In our County of Audi

string

cables

•goOf

eotflti, and after doe notice to all pen
parties interested a hearing wan liad

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY!
OR MONET REFUNDED.

ai

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby fives notice that he
hecn duly appointe*! executor of the
has
lu.it will ami testament of
IDA Λ. RARRELL. late of Hartford.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds ae the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of eal<l deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
ABNBR D. HOWARD.
May 19th, 19"8.

Meeting of Creditors.

In the District Court of the United States fot
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
HENRY .1. REYNOLDS,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
J.
of
Reynolds, In the
Henry
To the creditors
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 6th day ol
June, A. I>. 1908, the said Henry J. Reynolds wa*
duly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the llrsl
meeting of hU creditors will Ικ> hold at the olllcc
of the Iteferre, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 'JTtli day of June, Λ. l>. luw, at Κ
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ap
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Maine, June fi, IDA1).

··

partie·andperoon·Interested

Tiy

The Dairy
Filter
Is

requested

to

STAPLES.

For BaIo.
Many farms In Oxford, Cumberland and Androscoggin Counties, send for free catalogue, I
HAZEN Κ A RM AND
you money.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY, Oxford, Maine.

can save

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clean*· »n«l tx-trnifle· the li*!r.
Promotes a lu«uri*nt growth.
;
Never Fall· to Htstoro Gray I
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cure· «caip dite*»'» a htlr failing.
We,and |l.mat Dmnrlrj

of the greatest Sani-

No farmer should he withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

NOTICE,

ment, and all Indebted thereto arc
make nayment Immediately·
M. LOUISE
May lflth, 1908.

Strainer

tary inventions of the age.

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has l>cen duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
ANSEL U- STAPLES, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said decease·!
for settle
ar< desired to present the same

one

and

A.

W. WALKER & SON
to çell our goods in the
towns of Paris, Norway,

Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Pre>s says of this wonderful invention.

Willard

>

S^J

Glens Falls Insurance

Company,

ftlen* Kitlls, Χ. V·
Λ sset* Dec.

31, l'JO;.

Ileal Estate,

Mortgage Loans,

Collateral Loan·*
Stocke au.I Konda,
Cash In Office and

Agent»' Balance»,

<·."·

)·
Hank.

Hill* Receivable
Interest and Rente
Cross
De luct Items

f

.·

'■

Assets,
m>·. admltt"l,

ft
ii ·-"

A«lmltt<«I Assets,
Liabilities Dec. 31. ΙΪΚιΤ.

f

Net Unpaid Losses

Unearneil Premium·
All other I.labilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Total Mabllltles ami

>-

I.

—

J

Surplus

nt.
JOHN Π. LOXGIjEV, A
Kumford t all·*. M i'' >'·

M'f'g Co., "IÎSS'· Early Risers
Haine.
little ptlle.

Lewiston,

>r

I

I
"t>
before the Itoanl of Selectmen t
Hall
at
Hebron
of
Hebron
town
«ïruige
Hebron,OB the Itb dajr of Ma>, 1
o'clock I*. Μ ami on Hie luth <lay of ν a
the sabl MtCUWII gave notice tô the
ont of sai l Company, In writing, that t·
que«t hail been «lenlcd, whereupon the -aid I- t
Hebron Telephone Company appealed t
County Commissioner* for sal'l County ;
foril from the «ni.I<lc<°!»|on of sabl Sele< t
notice of which In wrltliiir, an the law r«
wait tile I with the clerk of the sabl It.
(.'ounty Commissioners an.I also with lb··
Selectmen of Hebron on the ioth «lay «·ί Mi.
lt«os.
It ih tiikkmokk ohukukii, that not:
c rporatlon- tint ;
given to all person* an<l will
Γ
meet at t'>
County Commissioner*
>al«l
Conntv of ox
In
Olllce at East Hebron,
ι
««η Thursday, tbe Utb «lav of ·ΐυη«·,
f t
o'clock In the forenoon, when a hearlt g
win be bail u
such other measures taken In the pn nr
this Commissioner* «-ball judge proper
f
An«l It I* further Οβΐ>κκκι>, that notl. .·
time, place unpurpose ot the torn
meeting, afore-aM, shall be given to a I lier»
two
aud corporations Interested
publlcatl
rat·
week· successively In the Oxford Dei
m
-al
In
at
i'arls,
newspaper printed
Oxford, the last publication to be at
«
day· before said time of meeting, to (hian·:
t
all persons and corporations may then
appear and be beur.l In said matter.
(8ΚΛΙ. )
Cil A RLES F. WHIT M ν
ΛΤΤΚ8Τ

pitltlon

■

Notice of First

t

'(llee at East Sumner, In .aid Count
I'.os, at eleven of the clock, A M at
nient!.,ι !
proceed to View the route which
vi· u
Immediately after
*
their
wltne
and
Ing of the parties
hail at aorae convenient place in tlx
and such other measures taken. In the ι<ι·
as the Commissioners shall judge prop.
It Is further ()K1>KKKI>, that notice of ti
and purpose of the Commis.I
ing aforesaid be given to all person» a
|K>rutlons Interested, by causing atte-tcl
of *aid petition and of this ο nier thereoi, t
served upon the clerfc of the town of 8
aforesaid, and also posted up In three ρ
places In said town, and published three \»·
nuccesslvely In the « >χ ford Democrat, a n.u
at I'arls, In said County of ·»\
paper
ford, the lllst of said publication-, and MM
the other notices, to l«· made, served and po-t.
at least thirty days before said time of meet
ing, to the end that al. persons and Corpora
tlons may then and there appear and show
the prayer of
cause, If any they have,
said petitioner* should not Im· granted.
Attkst :—Cll Λ HI. ES Κ. Will Γ.Μ AN, Clerk
A true copy of said 1'etltlon and Orler of
Court thereon.
ATTKST:-CHARLES V. WHITM AN,Clerk.
•

petition;

bing promptly

CONFECTIONERY charge for

>

To the Honorable Board of County
ers for the County o? Oxford
Pursuant to η vote of the legal ν-.tertown of Sumner, In said County, ;il r.·
nual meeting, held on the second dav
last, wc res|>ectfully petition your II
Board, In the name of said town ..i >;.
make certain changes In the locatl
county road near Sumner Corner, -o
betw·
said Town of Sumner,
near said Sumner Corner and a point
foot of the hill easterly from the -nn
Dated at Sumner, Maine, th's Mi .u
A. D. IW.
M. R. FOGG,
W. V. REDDING,
) Si,
J. R. DYER,

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and fee this line. JobNo place
attended to.

OUR DELICIOUS

M·.,

■

The famous

Nothing EIseThanKYou

J υ sîGoldMedal Flour

